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ABSTRACT

THE PROCESS OF
SCHOOL FUNDING IN MASSACHUSETTS:
AN INQUIRY INTO THE UNCERTAINTY OF SCHOOL FUNDING

FEBRUARY 1996

SUSAN G.

TAYLOR/
M.A.,

Ed.D.,

A.B.,

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

ASSUMPTION COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by:

Dr.

David Schuman

This descriptive and interpretive study explores
problem of school

funding uncertainty in Massachusetts.

Information from three main strands

converges on the

achievement status of today's Massachusetts
history of school

students:

the

funding since the earliest permanent

English-speaking settlements,
process

the

in Massachusetts as

the municipal budget-making

it affects school

and the state budget-making process

in regard to its

. effect on the funding of public K-12
Clearly the history of school
and economic issues

funding,

education.

funding mirrors

social

in the 400-year period reviewed.

Definition of social and economic needs of
has been a continuous political process.

vi

the citizenry

Who has had the

power to define the needs has affected the funding of
public schools.
The municipal school
Massachusetts

funding process

in

is reviewed both as an annual procedural

cycle and as a product of ongoing politically sensitive
relationships at the local
funding of public K-12

level.

schools

is

Its effect on the
influenced by the

credibility and political effectiveness of

the school

district leadership.
Funding of public schools by the state is also
reviewed both as an annual procedural cycle and as a
product of the political give and take that legislators
rely upon to get their own agendas
Against this background of

supported.

the past history and

current process of allocating resources
schools,

for public K-12

student achievement scores are examined relative

to money provided for schools.

A statewide pattern

showing money reflected in student achievement is

found -

both public money and personal money.
This

study concludes

the uncertainty of school
year regardless of

that in Massachusetts,
funding continues

while

from year to

the 1993 Education Reform Act,

sufficient and stable flow of money to the schools

a
is

necessary to prepare students adequately for the future.
Suggestions

for further study and for local action are

detailed.
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is about the funding of public
education K-12

in Massachusetts and how it works.

dissertation investigates

The

the pressures on local and

state officials regarding local and state funding of
education.
Under the Education Reform Act of 1993,
and towns are required to meet certain
spending levels,

"foundation"

and the state is required to fund a

larger percentage of overall education costs
before.

all cities

This new,

than ever

larger state share is designed to

equalize student opportunity and to correct school
inequities by helping poorer communities
education spending obligations.
possible the kind of

tax

to meet their

It should also make

long-range school district planning

that has been impossible in the unpredictable tax cap
period since 1982.
the potential
funding,

funding of the state share has

to achieve these important objectives.

however,

appropriation.

Full

Full

depends on annual state legislative

Thus,

the focus of this dissertation is on

both the local and the state funding process and on the

1

pressures on local and state officials
oppose full

to support or

funding each year.

The focus of this dissertation would have been on
local

funding at the school committee level rather than

at the municipal and state levels
before Proposition 2

1/2

the school committees

if it had been written

stripped fiscal autonomy from

in 1982.

Funding pressures at the

local school committee level would have been studied.
With the passage of Proposition 2
tax cap law,
the local

local

funding priorities.

the voters how much of
to schools,

the property

power shifted from the school committees

finance advisory committees.

arbiters of

1/2,

police,

They became the
They recommended to

the tax-capped revenues

fire and so on.

to

should go

It was at this

level

that the pressures would have been studied.
The focus of

this

study has changed again,

this

time

with the 1993 passage of the Massachusetts Education
Reform Act.

Partly as a result of a protracted downturn

in the Massachusetts economy and an associated inability
of poorer communities

to keep up with needed education

spending in that economic environment,

this

was passed.

budget activity at

Because of the reform act,

landmark law

the state level will have major effects on school
to an extent not seen before in this
dissertation investigates

state.

funding

This

the pressures at both local and

state levels and will allow us
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to speculate about the

chances of equalizing student opportunity,
school

of correcting

tax inequities and of doing long-range school

district planning in Massachusetts.

Why Am I Asking?
The question of how key officials decide about
education funding is a serious one,

involving the

educational oppportunity of

thousands of children in

Massachusetts.

In addition,

it is part of a personal

quest that has

led me to write this dissertation.

follows

What

is a story about why.

I grew up in a New York suburb as
siblings,

the older of

two

with a professional engineer father and an at-

home attentive mother.

My father's good salary allowed

the family to move several
Each move was

times during my childhood.

further away from the city,

and each house

was nicer than the last one.
The family economy was always a mystery to me.
small

things

In

there was great frugality and great personal

effort especially on the part of my father to spare
costs.

I

learned to use flour paste and sometimes bits of

my father's electrical

tape rather than costly scotch

tape to hold school projects

together and to disguise the

long tissue that comes on a roll when needing to care for
a sneeze in school.

My father bought a second-hand

bicycle to get to the train station.

He had a cardiac

incident the only evening he ever rode the bicycle home
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from the train.

In large things,

there was obviously

careful planning and management.

There were vacation

trips

in the car.

We had a rudimentary television set

before any of my friends'
acreage in the country.

families.

My parents bought

I could go to college.

But it was

clearly impermissible for me to ask anything about the
family economy.

My father,

born in 1903,

year women won the right to vote.
responsibilities
of us.

I

turned 17

the

He lived out the

learned in his youth.

He took good care

learned not to ask about finances.

I did not ask in college,

either,

and probably in a

fit of wanting to take charge of my own destiny married
early,

graduated,

west of Boston.

and got a teaching position in a suburb

I was

too busy trying to teach to find

out about the pay scale and whatever benefits
have been that first year.

All

there may

that mattered was

that

there were twenty-six equal payments a year that paid the
rent.

I was shocked in June to receive a renewal contract

stipulating a 17.5% raise,
rest for merit.
district.

part for an increment and the

I hadn't discovered it was a merit pay

The school system took care of me,

and I hadn't

even asked.
Several moves,

children and graduate degrees

later,

I went to work as a school psychologist for a large
central Massachusetts community with a needy and rapidly
growing mixed population.

It was
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the best job I ever had

because I could sometimes really make a difference for an
individual child or family. That is where I began to look
at the role of resources.

I asked what turned out to be

impermissible questions about the economy that affected
me and my work,
for instance,

the economy of the school district. Why,

were large numbers of unruly students

routinely sent to costly outside placements when for half
the price classroom aides,

training support for teachers

and student therapy sessions could have met the needs
while keeping the students in their neighborhood schools?
Somewhere in the system decisions were being made about
these things, but it was made clear that it was none of
my business. My role was to work with whatever these
decision-makers made available and to be ingenious in
using the resources provided.
diligently,

This I did for ten years,

working longer and harder as the needs

outstripped the resources provided.

I was a respected and

credible employee making the best of challenging
circumstances. Over these ten years,

we lived with a 6-

month backlog on referrals for psychological testing.
This was my first political lesson:

do not ask for more.

My second political lesson took place when sixtyeight people I knew and worked with were let go because
of Proposition 2 1/2 cuts. The second political lesson
was: be glad for what you have and do not ask for more.
Starting with these massive cuts,
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over the next six years

I watched the upward spiral of unmet student needs and an
emerging polarization between regular education and
special education.
fierce.

Competition for resources became

The head of my department was essentially

scapegoated out of the school system primarily due to
lack of budgeting credibility.
I learned my third political lesson in 1988 after
his replacement walked out three weeks into the job.
special education department was in shambles.

The

Just

starting a degree program in educational administration,
I was installed as acting director and told to assess the
status of departmental operations. Among other things,

I

had to report the now twelve-month psychological testing
backlog.

I was immediately given complete funding to

eliminate the problem on the spot. Why had it taken ten
years,

and why was it resolved now?

lesson was:

My third political

it isn't what you know but your credibility

that counts. That was when I finally began to ask all the
questions that had remained unanswered going back to the
beginning of this story. Who sets the priorities and on
what criteria? How much money do we have to work with
anyway? Why are we frugal in some things and generous in
others? Where do I fit into the power system with the
priorities that I understand to be important? What goes
on in those school committee executive session meetings
from which everyone but the highest officials is
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excluded? Why doesn't the school committee take a more
aggressive stand with the town finance committee?
Subsequently moving to a more responsible position
in another district in eastern Massachusetts,

I found

more questions than answers about school funding,
though I now attended all executive sessions.

even

It turns

out that the priorities are set by additional layers of
people,

up to and including the state legislators.

criteria are in flux.
uncertain.
costs,

The

The amount of money available is

Frugality sometimes induces unanticipated

and generosity sometimes makes waste.

I know some

of why the school committee tempers its approach to the
finance committee, but I am still trying to understand
who has the power and how the education community can
work with those who do. That is why I chose to research
and write about school financing.

It was my hope that I

would understand the pressures on the people who decide
about school funding and that this would help me make
sense of my work life.
That is the story of this dissertation.
section of this introduction,

In the next

I will discuss several

early findings that made the writing of the first two
chapters important for being able to ask the questions.

Problems in Understanding School Funding
The first problem in understanding school funding
was one of finding out about assumptions.
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I needed to

learn what are the assumptions about school funding that
have become so incorporated into the American education
system that we simply act on them without question.

This

arose from an earlier passing conversation I had with a
local state representative. We were discussing resistant
high school age students. He commented that we couldn't
lower the school-leaving age because of our
responsibility to prepare all students,
resistant,

no matter how

for economic viability and social

responsibility. Right then I realized I knew nothing of
the history of mandatory school attendance or of how in
the U.S. we have paid for free public education over the
years.

I searched the literature and could find no

substantial document tracing the history of who was
required to go to school and how we as a people paid for
schools. Without such information,

I was ignorant about

the assumptions that underlie education funding
decisions.

This is why I wrote Chapter 1.

The second problem in understanding school funding
was the problem of uncovering basic information about the
procedures currently used in funding local school
districts.

To begin with,

there is no document anywhere

that tells what the procedures are. Discussion with
Massachusetts Department of Education officials in search
of such information revealed that because there is no
such document,

it would be more productive for me to
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contact the individual districts that I wanted to know
about. Discussion with Massachusetts Department of
Revenue officials ended with the same advice.

I was left

with few options and decided to interview several local
school officials.
I visited and interviewed at length three school
business managers and the superintendent of schools of a
blue-collar community outside of Boston.
inquiries to a town administrator,

I made follow-up

town government

offices in four other municipalities and various
Department of Revenue officials. A review of orientation
materials from the Division of Local Services and from
the Association of Town Finance Committees for newly
elected or appointed local officials contributed more
pieces to the puzzle.

I was able to assemble a draft of

an annual funding cycle outline showing those parts of
the cycle that generally apply to all municipalities and
that included information about the role of the state in
controlling and contributing to local revenues for
schools.

I had three school business managers critique

the draft and one the resulting narrative which has
become Chapter 2.

An Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation is about the funding of public
education K-12 in Massachusetts and how it works.

It

involves a systematic examination of three strands that
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converge to form part of the context within which state
legislators make important decisions about school
funding:

the history of school finance in the U.S.,

current school funding procedures in Massachusetts,
the status of current Massachusetts students.

and

It will

include some information about the history of education
funding in the U.S.,

information about how Massachusetts

students are currently progressing,

and information from

interviews of legislators and other state officials.
Finally, my own understanding of the problem of school
funding will be presented along with recommendations both
for future research and for local action.
The first chapter will review the history of
education funding in Massachusetts and in the U.S.

This

chapter allows the reader to put the present pressures on
officials into some perspective. What were some of the
conditions that led to school provision statutes? How
were schools paid for in various times? What has been the
role of federal,

state and local revenues in the funding

of schools? In Chapter One,

we will review some of this

background in order to put the responsibilities of
present-day officials into a context.
As well,

it is important to understand how the

annual funding cycle works in local cities and towns and
the role of the state in controlling and contributing to
general local revenues. This is examined in Chapter Two.
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This chapter will look at how the funding cycle works and
at the politics evident in various stages of the cycle.
Pressures that come to bear on those developing and
responding to the proposed budget will be discussed.
Another important part of understanding the
pressures particularly on state officials as they make
decisions on state funding for schools is the current
educational status of Massachusetts students. We will
look at this in Chapter Three.

If Massachusetts students

are achieving well by whatever measures are relevant,
then education funding at levels short of those specified
in the ambitious reform act may be acceptable.

If,

on the

other hand, Massachusetts students are dropping out of
school prior to graduation,

if their achievement is

inadequate for the needs of our economy,

or if an

especially needy portion of the school-age population is
overlooked,

then the need for state funding at the full

statutory amount is high indeed.

In order to understand

just how high the stakes are for Massachusetts and for
legislators making decisions on state funding.

Chapter

Three will look at how our students are doing right now
and will reveal wide disparities from place to place.
Chapter Four will describe the annual state funding
cycle,

its opportunities for full funding of the reform

act and the critical places in the cycle where funding
may be lost.

The effects of the state funding process and
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its associated political pressures on the directing of
funds to education will be explored.
What local school officials can do to promote full
funding of public K-12 education given the local and
state funding cycles,
students,

the needs of Massachusetts

and the politics threaded throughout the

process is the substance of Chapter Five. Additional
research that is needed will be described along with
suggestions for citizen action.
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CHAPTER 1
PATTERNS IN THE HISTORY OF
SCHOOL FINANCE

This dissertation is about the public school funding
process in Massachusetts. To fully understand the process
as it exists today,

we have to look at where school

funding has been in the past and how we have arrived at
the assumptions and expectations under which school
funding currently operates.
Over the almost 400-year period since the earliest
English-speaking settlements in what was to become the
United States,

key questions have repeatedly arisen: who

is responsible for educating the next generation,
will it be paid for.

and how

In order to understand the roles of

today's local and state officials in education funding,
it is necessary to see how these questions have been
dealt with in the past.

By reviewing some of the history

of education funding in Massachusetts and in the U.S.,
patterns in school finance will become evident. These
patterns will help the reader understand the pressures
that come to bear on local and state officials at key
points in the process.
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This chapter will start with a discussion of

taxes,

that familiar and necessary mechanism of raising funds
for projects bigger than those of

the individual

household.

Pre-Colonial Background:
Government Purposes

Levies

Use of property taxes
England by 1600 when,
England had 360

for

to pay for schools appeared in

under the reign of Henry VIII,

free or partly free grammar schools.

These were paid for by endowments and by municipal
revenues

including a property tax.

objective was

The monarch's

to establish state and Anglican control

over education following the English Reformation.
conclusion of

the English Civil War in 1649,

By the

English

subjects had free schools paid for by the national
treasury and local

taxes.

These levies

for this

clear

government purpose had a profound effect on the American
colonists'
logical

view of school

finance.

to use public monies

religious purposes of

To them,

it was

for the promotion of

the

their society.

Early Colonial Beginnings:
Levies for Common Needs

Re-Inventing

The Puritans who established the Massachusetts Bay
colony brought with them the concept of free public
education.

They viewed free public education as an

instrument of assuring conformity with the dominant
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political-ecclesiastical culture. The leadership of the
Massachusetts Bay colony was educated,
established and strongly Puritan
Plymouth colony,
separatist,

economically

(Cohen,

on the other hand,

1974). The

was ecclesiastically

self-exiled and dependent on the joint stock

company back in England for an annual shipment of
foodstuffs,

livestock and cloth that would make the

difference between life and death in the colony
(Stratton,

1986). The Massachusetts Bay colony as early

as 1636 allocated funds for a college at Cambridge.
Eleven years later,

in its School Act of 1647,

the colony

established that the state could require children to be
educated,

could control schools through public officials,

and could use public funds including tax levies to
support the public schools

(Walker,

1984).

Members of the Plymouth colony did not share the
same conviction that the Massachusetts Bay colony
Puritans had about the necessity of providing schooling,
free or otherwise,

as a priority for the colony.

paid general taxes

(called "rates")

They had

as early as 1623, but

for economic rather than ecclesiastical necessity. Their
taxes were not used for provision of free schools until
much later,

in 1670.

In Massachusetts Bay,

the General Court in 1634

determined the right of towns to tax

(Jensen,

1931). This

and the 1638 tax laws established "the principle of the
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pooling of effort for the maintenance of what is for the
common good of all - a principle that underlies all
present-day general taxation for the support of public
schools," according to Cubberley

(1934, p.

16).

Colonial Expansion: School Act of 1647 Counters
Changes Inherent in Influence of Frontier
Less than one generation after the Massachusetts Bay
colonists arrived,

the transmission of their world view

to their children became increasingly difficult.

The

European-born leadership and the European-born parents
were aging.

Trade widened the experience of many,

and

the accumulated effect of the frontier eroded compliance
with the initial expectation that parents would educate
their own children in the necessary understandings of the
society.
The Massachusetts School Act of 1647 made education
a general public responsibility.

It required that "every

town of fifty or more householders should have a school,
which was public in...that it was open to all who were
qualified and that no one was excluded because of lack of
funds from obtaining an education for which he was
fitted"

(Haskins,

1960, pp.

110-111).

Haskins reports

that this act was seen as necessary "to preserve the
European civilization and culture they had known and to
counteract the necessarily materialistic and leveling
influence of the frontier" as well as to defeat "that old
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deluder,

Satan" and to assure knowledge of the capital

laws

110).

(p.

As early as 1647,

then, we see an attempt to deal

with changing conditions and changing populations through
a definition of public as opposed to simply parental
responsibility for schooling.

Late Colonial Period: Regional Variations
on Responsibility for Educating
Settlements proceeded in other locations beyond the
Atlantic coast.

In these settlements,

a variety of tax

bases was used to raise funds for general revenues.
1650,

In

Connecticut enacted an education law incorporating

the Massachusetts law of 1647

(Cubberley,

1934,

p.

19).

Colonial Virginia established a land tax in 1645,
abolished it in 1648,
to 1755.

and then used a poll tax from 1648

Some private endowments were given to fund poor

children's schools in Virginia during the colonial
period, but public monies were not allocated for the
establishment of free schools.

In 1658,

the Dutch at New

Amsterdam placed a tax on vacant lots. Again,

however,

public monies were not used for free schools in this
colony. The heterogeneity of the New York and
Philadelphia area settlers and efforts of different
linguistic groups to maintain their distinctive cultures
delayed establishment of publicly-funded schools.
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Ethnic

subgroups provided schooling on a privately-supported
basis,

including religious.

Later,

an earmarked tax was ordered in 1670 by the

Plymouth general court.

Stratton

(1986)

reports,

"(P)rofits from fishing with nets at Cape Cod would go to
provide a free school for the training of youth in
literature for the good and benefit of posterity,

and in

1678 it gave five pounds from fishing profits to the
schoolmaster at Rehoboth..."

(p.

216).

Not until 1677 did the General Court at Plymouth
require that any township with fifty or more families
must raise funds by tax to pay for a school.

This was

thirty-five years after Massachusetts Bay's compulsory
education law of 1642,

forty-one years after the founding

of Harvard College by the Massachusetts Bay Puritans,

and

thirty years after the "Old Deluder Satan" act was
passed.

Evidently the unfunded recommendation of the

General Court at Plymouth in 1663 regarding the benefits
to be obtained should a school be set up

(Vinal,

1958)

had not sufficed to meet the needs of the 1677 colony.
Walker

(1984)

characterizes the emergence of tax-

supported schools in New England as "the basis nearly two
centuries later for publicly-supported schools throughout
the United States"
England,

(p.

270).

In the colonial period. New

with the exception of Rhode Island, provided

semi-public education under the control of a ubiquitous
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and intertwined church and state. The Middle Atlantic
colonies with their differing cultural and linguistic
groups were a parochial-school region. The South,

whose

economic basis was the plantation rather than the
gathered town,

used private education for the children of

wealthy parents and apprenticeships or pauper schools for
orphans or poor children. The isolation and class
distinctions in the south contributed many elements to
equity issues whose ramifications are felt today.

Late Colonial Period: New England Proceeds Slowly
The New England colonies were fully consolidated in
1692 under a new charter granted by William and Mary.
General Court in what was now colonial Massachusetts

The
(as

opposed to the separate Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth
charter companies)

reaffirmed the colony's interest in

education by again passing a requirement that towns of 50
or more households hire a schoolmaster and of 100 or more
establish a grammar school,
nonperformance

(Freymann,

including penalties for

1990). The method of raising

the funds for these requirements was not included by the
court. As late as the adoption of the Massachusetts
(1780)

and the New Hampshire

following the Revolution,

(1776)

constitutions

language was included requiring

each person to contribute "his share," but without
specification as to how the share should be determined
(Jensen,

1931).
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Lack of interest in following through with statutory
requirements was immediately evident.

For instance,

the

Massachusetts town of Scituate instructed its selectmen
in 1695 to make due provision for a schoolmaster,
result.

The concern was raised again,

with no

and a committee was

appointed to hire a schoolmaster. A year and a half
later,

a schoolmaster was invited to undertake the task,

but he never came. The town was taken to court at
Plymouth to explain itself.

Finally in 1701,

reached terms with a local resident,

Scituate

and a reading,

writing and grammar school was established. The school
was to be established with 15 shillings paid by each
child's parent or master,

5 shillings paid by the town,

and with the parent or master responsible to provide
books,

pens,

ink and paper

(Freymann,

1990).

The reluctance of the towns to comply with the
provincial legislature's 1692 school act led the
legislature in 1701 to double the penalty

(to 20 pounds)

for failing to hire a schoolmaster. With the
undifferentiated intermingling of religious and civil
concerns at the heart of the New England colonies from
the beginning,

it is no wonder that some towns tried to

avoid school costs by claiming that the presence of a
local

(Protestant)

clergyman satisfied any requirements

for education.
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Late Colonial Period; The Spread of Diversity
Colonial settlement in the period 1660 to 1775
inched its way west from the Atlantic seaboard.

There

were many forces against the establishment of formal
educational systems. Each region accommodated its
perceived need for educational services in ways unique to
its population and land configurations.

In this way,

each

region contributed to a widely differing set of
expectations regarding schools and schooling.
By the end of the colonial period in the 1770s,
settlements between the Atlantic and the Appalachians
encompassed a wide variety of colonial educational
practices and ways of paying for them.

Some small New

England towns paid the salary only of a part-time
schoolmaster.

Free sectarian parochial schools operated

for non-English-speaking populations in New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.

Privately endowed free schools

for orphans and paupers and totally private education for
the children of the wealthy operated in the plantation
region.
Many factors worked against the development of much
more than rudimentary schooling for colonial and early
national period children

(Gross and Chandler,

1964).

These included the dangers of the frontier and problems
of basic survival.

Sparse settlement patterns,

the lack

of cultural interest in the isolated conditions of the
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frontier,

and the economic instability of some locations

worked against the progress of schools.
slavery,

a rigidity of social classes,

part of the upper classes)

Sectarianism,
interest

(on the

in preserving aristocratic

societal divisions and a lack of social unity among
settlers who had come from many places prevented school
development beyond the simplest levels.
practices differed among regions,

Schooling

as did school funding.

The degree of access of various child and youth
populations varied as well.

The concept of local control

was supported by these differences. Later,
of the 19th century,

in the middle

these differences would contribute

to a growing awareness of education as the vehicle for
building a common core of experience.

Early National Period: Gaining SelfDetermination and Agreeing on Priorities
Colonial trade had opened up opportunities for
individual and family economic growth. These
opportunities fueled the growth of a strong middle class.
The redistribution of wealth and power that resulted
brought irresistible pressure to bear on the increasingly
fragile hold of England over the colonies. That hold was
broken,

independence was declared,

and revolution

fostered the development of a national self-awareness.
Questions soon arose about individual liberties,

the role

of the original settlements and of new settlements,
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the

role of the newborn national government/

the handling of

international relations and the financing of the
tremendous debt of the revolutionary war.
In the midst of these issues,

there were various

calls for the increase of support for free education.
Virginian Thomas Jefferson

(1743-1826)

concluded that the

economic and political conflict of the times required an
educated and capable leadership. He twice proposed in
Virginia a system of free public schools
Neither proposal was adopted

(Freeman,

(1779,

1817).

1960).

Movement of education responsibility to the state
was reflected in constitutional language in several of
the original thirteen states'
newer states such as Ohio,
came into the Union"

constitutions and "by the

Indiana and Illinois as they

(Callahan,

reports Indiana's constitution

1968, p.
(1816)

121).

Callahan

as the "first to

set a legal basis for a complete and comprehensive free
school system" from elementary through the university,
even though full implementation was delayed by conflicts
in that state

(p.122).

The "Western" Lands: Establishing a Presence
Then there was the problem (and opportunity)

of the

nonappropriated lands. They were owned by the 13 states,
including various claims to some of the land west of the
Appalachians.

It was in the interests of the U.S.

populate these western lands so as to establish
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to

domination over these areas. However,

the lack of safety

and the isolation involved in settling in them had been a
major disincentive. As late as 1800, barely 1.5% of the
American people lived west of the Appalachians.

George

Washington was concerned about how to bind together in
one nation the people in these western territories whom
he feared would turn in any direction with "the touch of
a feather"

(Taylor,

1922, p.

3).

The U.S. owned none of this land after the
revolutionary war.

In 1780,

the Continental Congress

called on the states to donate their western lands to the
Confederation.

Freeman

(1960)

reports that seven of the

original thirteen states which owned western lands
York, Virginia, North Carolina,
Massachusetts and Connecticut)

South Carolina,

(New

Georgia,

ceded to the federal

government between 1781 and 1802 approximately 268
million acres. Land grant programs enacted by the federal
government in 1785 and 1787 released a total of 77.5
million acres for public school purposes.
The availability of a specific land section for the
support of free schools was mitigated by the cheap price
of land,

the easy availability of land further west until

the frontier closed in 1890,

and by mismanagement in some

states. Even so. New Englanders moving west took with
them their zeal for schools

(Taylor,
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1922).

The problem of establishing government in these
western territories was addressed by the Northwest
Ordinance of 1787.

It included the requirement that

"religion, morality and knowledge being necessary to good
government and the happiness of mankind,

schools and the

means of education shall forever be encouraged"
1922, p.

(Taylor,

41).

Constitutions written in this period included
schools and education as responsibilities within the
various states. These included the constitutions of
Georgia

(1777), New Hampshire

(1776),

Pennsylvania

(1776),

(1776), North Carolina
Ohio

(1802)

and Connecticut

(1818) .
Decisions made regarding the content of these state
constitutions have had long-reaching import for school
funding.

Since the 1973 U.S.

the Serrano equity case

Supreme Court overturn of

(which had been won in California

in 1971 on the basis of a claim of U.S.
issues),

Constitutional

appellants in equity cases have relied on these

individual state constitutions in arguing their cases and
have scored successes. Arguments in equity cases today
devolve from concepts found in state constitutions,
including "equal protection" and "thorough and efficient
[education]"
Thus,

(Pauley v. Kelly,

1979).

along with the creation of the fundamental

government structure of the new nation,
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decisions were

made which would have a profound effect on the lives and
fortunes of future generations. Constitutions were
created which expressed a belief in the importance of
schools and schooling, and the most plentiful commodity
of the time,

land, was dedicated in part to the support

of that educational effort.

Early Industrial Period: Local Control
at the District School Level
Back east,

the Massachusetts School Law of 1789

allowed each town the option to either carry on the
public schools in their own corporate capacity or to
divide its territory into districts. This permitted the
creation of the smallest political subdivision of the
commonwealth,

the individual neighborhood school

district. This represented what became a passing movement
back toward family (and neighborhood)

responsibility for

educating the next generation. Such districts were given
responsibility for maintaining their own district school,
including the power to tax their residents themselves
rather than receiving funds through town taxation.
The benefits of local control at such a subdivided
level were offset by the absence of any reason other than
local commitment or lack thereof to maintain the local
schoolhouse in a safe physical condition,

to operate the

school for a substantial number of days per year, and to
hire at the necessary cost a suitable teacher. As such.
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the district school plan was an attempt at site-based
management that would later be abolished as the role of
the state in establishing standards emerged.
The district school system,

which was found

elsewhere in New England and which was adopted in New
York in 1812,

broadened the base of education and gave at

least some education for most children
It used many money-raising devices,

(Callahan,

1968).

including the sale of

western lands

(by Connecticut,

to create the permanent

school fund),

taxes on liquor,

lotteries, marriage

licenses and the rate bill system.
These sources of school revenues provided inadequate
and erratic support in the New England area where they
were used.
school,

Parents with more than one child to send to

for instance,

would at times alternate the

attendance of their children so as to pay a rate for only
one child yet have each child attend some school.
length of the term,
equipment,

size of the salary,

The

amount of

and money-raising devices in a given year were

decided on the basis of local opinion that year.
middle and southern states,
were even weaker.

In the

resources for public schools

The concept of public responsibility

for the provision of education was foreign to regions
that endorsed the responsibility of church and/or private
parties for education.
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No amount of freedom from the control of England
could change the mixture of geographically-clustered but
independently-oriented governance that has come to play
such a large part in the development of the New England
character. Nowhere more than in the tradition of local
school control is this seen as clearly.

Industrial Transformation: Redistribution
of Population and Wealth
The 19th century was marked by admission of the
populated western territories as states,
development of manufacturing,

and by the rapid

industry and cities. The

first great wave of Irish immigrants came in the late
1840s.

Poverty,

crime and insanity became increasingly

visible in the early decades of the 19th century in what
could be described as an increasingly organized society.
The wealthy could send their children to private schools,
but for rural children,

the inadequate local district

school system was the only option.
In the local districts,

responsibility for education

was defined in minimalist terms.
Scituate

(Massachusetts)

For instance,

in

the school committee in 1841

reported that most of the schoolhouses in the town had
been "built with the mistaken opinion that the smaller
and lower the room, provided the children could by any
means be stowed therein,

the better on account of saving
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in fuel"

(Freymann,

1990/

p.

76).

Its report for 1844-

1845 stated/

There are buildings used for the purposes of
education in this town that are...(d)ilapidated,
offensive-looking things...with rattling, broken
windows...(with) low ceilings (and) no other
ventilation than cracks and crevices for foul
air to escape - unluckily in small quantities but not an aperture for fresh air to come in....
(Freymann, 1990, pp. 76-77)

A young Charles Anderson Dana,

recruited to teach at

a Scituate union district school in the two successive
winter terms of 1839-1840 and 1840-1841 wrote in 1841,

My school numbers in all nearly eighty, and
the average attendance is about 65, most of
whom are unruly sailors, who have to be
managed with a strong hand. By dint of hard
flogging, I have got them in tolerable
subjection, but it is still wearisome busi¬
ness .(Freymann, 1990, p. 79)

Urban areas also provided less than was needed.
the period 1820-1850,

In

rapid development of manufacturing,

industries and cities was accompanied by woman and child
labor,

lack of family supervision,

and crime

(Walker,

1984.)
In the western territories,

support for education

was provided by Congress through land grants such as the
Enabling Act of Ohio in 1802. This applied to almost
every new state admitted to the Union after 1802, placing
94,164,284 acres of land into the hands of state and
local authorities for education.
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Permissive laws in Ohio
Missouri

(1824),

Illinois

(1827)

Indiana

(1816), New Jersey

(1824), Maryland

(1820),

(1826)

and

allowed the raising of school funds by

taxation. Massachusetts in 1824 eliminated some
requirements that smaller towns provide schools but
established that all towns with more than 500 households
employ a schoolmaster for the teaching of U.S.
bookkeeping,

geometry,

history,

surveying and algebra. Towns with

more than 4000 inhabitants were required to hire a master
for the teaching of Latin,
logic.

Greek,

history,

rhetoric and

In 1827, Massachusetts established compulsory

local taxation. Massachusetts created the permanent
school fund in 1834 from "unappropriated monies in the
state treasury derived from the sale of its lands in
Maine and from its military service claims against the
federal government"

(Freymann,

1990, p.

65).

The formalization of support for schools in this
period gave serious recognition to the role of state and
federal responsibilities for education. This was a
significant move away from the original assumptions
brought from England that the family,
family failure to provide,

and in the case of

the local community would take

care of education.
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Slowing Frontier Period:
of Assimilation

The Problem

The 1830s saw the movement for free public schools
beginning to make headway under Horace Mann,
Barnard,

Joseph Carter,

Henry

Calvin Wiley and Caleb Mills.

Horace Mann believed that education was the way that the
harmony of society could be maintained in the face of
increasing pressures in the cities,

economic panics and

the arrival of immigrant populations needing
socialization into the American way of life

(Perkinson,

1976). Mann saw the control and restraint that could be
provided by education as more effective in socializing
the burgeoning population than force or power

(Perkinson,

1976) .
In 1834,

Pennsylvania set aside $75,000 for

distribution to localities for schools and in 1836
increased the school fund to $700,000. Mort summarizes,
"Constitutions established in this period,
the states of the Northwest Territory,

especially in

were liberal in

their definition of the state's responsibility for
education"

(1933, p.

33). Earlier constitutions such as

those of Georgia, New Hampshire, North Carolina and
Pennsylvania had defined their state's responsibility for
education, but without providing the basis of funding.
Under the establishment of the first state
superintendency in Massachusetts in 1837 and appointment
of Horace Mann to the position, many incentives to
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improve the the condition of schools were established in
the state. Although continuing the district school
organizational practice from 1780 into the middle of the
19th century,

the Massachusetts Act of 1839 provided for

forfeiture of a town's share of the distribution from the
state funds if it did not raise $1.25 of town money for
each four to sixteen-year-old.
In 1842, New York ruled that public funds would no
longer be given to sectarian schools,
1850,

and finally,

in

Virginia required universal and uniform taxes on

property for schools.
in the U.S.

in 1850,

Of total educational expenditures
47% were spent on public schools.

That percentage had increased to 79% by 1890.

Ohio's

amended constitution of 1851 established a school trust
fund,

and in the same year Indiana established a state

tax on all property for schools.

In 1852, Massachusetts

passed the first compulsory education law in the nation.

Federal Support; Earmarked Appropriations
Federal involvement in the funding of specific
educational programs was marked for the first time by a
$10,000 Congressional appropriation in 1819 to assist
Indians in agricultural skills and to train their
children in basic academic skills.

In 1857 Congress

incorporated on behalf of another special population the
Columbia Institute of the Deaf, Dumb and Blind in
Washington,

D.C.

In 1862,

in support of research and
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development in the food production and industrial areas.
Congress passed the Morrill Act,

giving 30,000 acres per

representative to Congress for each state. The proceeds
from the sale of the land were to be used to establish
colleges of agriculture and mechanical arts.

In 1884,

the

federal government provided funds for education for
children in the Territory of Alaska.
Lapati

(1975)

indicates that by 1865,

the principle

of public support for common schools was an accepted idea
in the country. After 1865,

southern states established

tax-supported public schools.

In order to deal with

emerging inequalities in tax burdens and educational
opportunities resulting from urbanization, Massachusetts
passed Ch.348 of the Acts of 1874. This distributed a
larger proportional share of the the first half of the
state school fund income to communities with smaller real
and personal estate valuations and the second half of the
fund only to cities and towns with valuations not
exceeding $10 million
(Michigan)

(Mort,

1933). The Kalamazoo

case in 1874 allowed public tax support for

high schools

(Garvue,

1969)

and contributed to increasing

the size and complexity of the base across which public
funds would be distributed.
As the frontier period came to a close,

the state

role had emerged as that of standard-setter in a society
that had become more urban than rural and more diverse
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than homogenous.

Old issues regarding local control and

the role of religious groups in the use of public funds
had received an airing but were not resolved. A newly
emerging role for federal support to public education was
just beginning to be seen.

After the Frontier:
By 1890,

Inequitable Funding Effects

all states then in the U.S. had tax-

supported educational systems. Taxes for schools were
tolerated because school expenses were low and
expectations for other town services were low

(Walker,

1984) .
Increasing differences between public educational
opportunities in the industrialized north and in the
postwar south illustrate Mort's

(1933)

observation that

"(t)he system of supporting public schools largely by
local taxes began to break down

(earlier than 1833)

and

resulted in the development of the weak district type of
aid)." Mort explains this as the result of "increases in
the cost of education arising from a more complex
civilization and

[of]

the development of extreme

differences in ability to pay among communities"
The school financing problem,
(1933)

(p.

4).

according to Mort

revolved around the question of responsibility. He

observed that whereas a century earlier,

the problem had

been to establish that responsibility lay upon the
community rather than upon the individual family, by 1933
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the problem was

to establish that school

financing

responsibility lay upon the state as well as upon the
local community

(p.

23).

Beginning Twentieth Century;
Needs for Education

Heightened

The difficulty of educating the population had
increased significantly by 1900.

The increasing

sophistication of skills needed for economic viability in
the urbanized centers,

the need to assimilate large

immigrant populations,

and the sheer increase in

population numbers precipitated an acute need for
addressing the educational

funding problem.

Child labor laws passed after 1905
increased school enrollment figures.
attendance laws
completed,

in every state of

contributed to

Compulsory

the union were

with Mississippi being the last in 1918.

Over

21.6 million public elementary and secondary students
were enrolled in 1920
increase to age 16
teenage workers
by Ravitch

(Gross and Chandler,

1964).

for compulsory attendance

from a depressed job market"

(1983,

10).

Cremin

(1961)

An

"to remove
is reported

concluded that the

compulsory attendance laws resulted in "thousands of
recalcitrants and incorrigibles"
of

the blackboard jungle"

attending,

(127-128).

"the makings

The urban location

of the population gradually shifted from 30% of an
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overall U.S.

population of

63 million in 1890

three-fourths of 203 million in 1970
As

(Cremin,

to about
1976).

the need for educational services expanded

markedly in the first third of the century,

available

revenues continued to be primarily those able to be
raised at the local

level.

The role of the federal

government in the funding of schools had been limited to
the land grants and specific limited projects
Alaskan,

Indian,

The Depression:
State Aid

the

agricultural and vocational acts.

Increased Role of

The depression of

the 1930s affected the ability of

local property taxpayers
local school

such as

to fund school budgets,

income declined by 10%.

and

State aid doubled

during this period.

During the second world war and late

1940s,

income doubled.

local school

From 1930

to 1950,

state aid increased 545% and local support by 77%,
enrollments declining slightly

Mid-Twentieth Century:
Government Purposes

Levies

(Freeman,

with

1960).

for

The acceptance of federal responsibility for
education during periods of perceived economic difficulty
is

illustrated by a number of events early in the 20th

century.

Pressure by business and industrial

to the Vocational Education Act of 1917
the weeks before the U.S.

leaders

(Smith-Lever)

led
in

entry into the first world war.
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During the depression.
$205,000

in 1931 appropriated

for conducting a nationwide survey on secondary

education,
1975).

Congress

teacher training and school

financing

(Lapati,

Protection of the economy became a critical role

for the federal government
Federal

funding of

(Perkinson,

1976).

the Servicemen's Readjustment Act

of 1944 again responded to the anticipated postwar
economic impact of a shift to peacetime industry and
potential political and economic problems

from sixteen

million returning veterans by subsidizing schooling and
training opportunities

for eligible veterans.

The Soviet launching of
1957 was

the first space satellite in

followed in 1959-62 by extensive federal grants

for development in the areas of science,
foreign language,

guidance,

mathematics,

counseling and testing,

again

demonstrating a new role for the federal government in
responding to perceived national economic risks.

These

federal responses may be characterized as reactive rather
than as planned movement toward long-range improvement in
education across

the board.

particular initiatives,

While supporting these

these programs

lacked the

stability of having been created as part of a logical
development process

leading to considered objectives.
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Late Twentieth Century:
Priorities
As

Re-Inventing the

in the early colonial beginnings,

are evident as

common needs

the twentieth century draws

to a close.

It

is a consistent national interest to avoid illiteracy,
unemployment,

military service incapability,

occupational preparation,

inadequate

dependence on public relief and

"a general cost to society"

(Gibson,

1981,

p.

138).

The

dangers of not achieving these objectives have multiplied
thousands of

times over due to the sheer numbers,

distribution and variety of

individuals who need to be

provided for in the available educational system.

Yet the

funding for dealing with these priorities has not been
set in place at an adequate or consistent level.
The American educational system has been further
challenged by the widening difference between rich and
poor communities.

Questions of equity have arisen out of

the clustering of wealth and in different locations,
poverty,

in the country and have been raised in courts

more than half of

the states

Priest,

and Ohio.

1971),

Washington,

In Paulev v.

in

to date.

Early equity litigation arose in California
v.

of

Kelly

West Virginia,
(1979),

(Serrano

Pennsylvania

the West Virginia

Supreme Court of Appeals held that education is a
fundamental right under that state's constitution,
unless

that

there is a compelling state interest to justify an

unequal classification,

it cannot stand,
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and further that

the "thorough and efficient" clause in the state's
constitution requires development of high quality state
educational standards.
More recent cases in Texas and Kentucky have found
for the plaintiffs and prompted legislative remedies to
inequitable education funding.

Plaintiffs in New

Hampshire successfully litigated at the state supreme
court level.
1993,

In neighboring Massachusetts in late spring

the threat of the McDuffv case succeeded in forcing

agreement on a state education reform plan.
Serrano and the early equity cases came to trial in
spite of a vast array of federal initiatives which had
been undertaken to deal with educational opportunity for
many regions and categories of educational effort.
Lanham Act

(55 Stat.

361,

1941)

for impact aid in areas

near military-related factories and installations,
National School Lunch Act
and Construction Act
Education Act

(1958),

(1946),

(1956),

the National Defense

Elementary and Secondary Education Act

Education Act

(1970)

the

the Library Services

Project Headstart

Environmental Education Act

The

(1970),

(1964),
(1965),

the
the

and the Drug Abuse

all contributed something to

educational opportunity, but not enough to resolve the
equity issue. The federal monies distributed through
these and other legislative acts represented only a small
portion of total education expenditures in the U.S.
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There are common threads that run through all of
these periods going back to the earliest settlements. We
have seen a progression from an assumption that the
family was to educate its children

(Plymouth colony)

to

an assumption that the public is responsible to educate
the young

(including special populations such as the

handicapped under P.L.
at the local town level
1647)

94-142).

Financial responsibility

(Massachusetts School Act of

has progressed to a marginally enforceable state

and federal responsibility
Reform Act of 1993;

(Massachusetts Education

federal Elementary and Secondary

Education Act reauthorization of 1994).

Perhaps the most

troublesome thread is the increased difficulty of
educating the young today.

In the seventeenth century,

children grew up in a relatively homogenous,

agrarian and

mercantile society. The young people of today live in an
often confusing and demanding heterogenous,

urban, post-

industrial world. The 21st century will see increasingly
diverse interests and the potential for both remarkable
achievement and for societal breakdown.
The Massachusetts Education Reform Law of 1993 has
put forth the concept that the state has a significant
financial responsibility for providing free public
education for its children. Whether this law will be
effective in fulfilling this mandate at the necessary
levels is unknown at this time. Whether the funding
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sections will be honored over time by the state
legislature is also unknown.

Full funding of the

Massachusetts Education Reform Law of 1993 will clearly
be influenced by existing procedures and by the pressures
that affect the directing of funds to education purposes.
In Chapter Two,

we will look at these procedures and

political pressures at the local level.

In Chapter Three,

we will look at why increased state aid to education is
needed.

In Chapter Four,

we will explore the effects of

the state budget process and its political pressures on
the directing of funds to the education that is needed.
This chapter has focused on the history of education
funding in the U.S. One dominant pattern emerges:
our history as a nation,

over

changing populations and

technologies have made the task of educating the next
generation more complex and costly than educating the
previous generation. As local communities,

we are still

trying to find the best ways to finance public education
K-12.
The next chapter will examine how we as local
Massachusetts communities currently arrange to fund the
public schools. While more orderly procedures are now
agreed upon than in centuries past,

some of the same

problems seen in earlier times continue. These problems
suggest that we cannot be confident that a substantial
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and enduring solution to the problem of education funding
yet exists.
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CHAPTER 2
THE MUNICIPAL FUNDING PROCESS AND
ITS EFFECT ON SCHOOL FUNDING

In the previous chapter,

we reviewed the history of

education funding in Massachusetts and the U.S.,
back to the earliest settlements in the 1600s.

going

In order

to explain the school funding process as it currently
exists under the Education Reform Act of 1993,

this

chapter will focus on those elements of the current local
funding process that are common to all school systems:
the annual cycle,

the relationships among the players,

and the finance basics of the Education Reform Act.

It

will provide an integrated look at the annual state,
municipal and school department timetables as they affect
local funding of education.

Since much of the funding

process at the local level is affected by the results of
informal negotiations that take place among key players
behind closed doors at the municipal and state levels,
key interactions will be highlighted within the context
of the annual funding cycle. This chapter will discuss
where there are fights,

and where deals and real

decisions are made. We will see that there are places in
the process where there is slippage and where there are
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both helpful and not so helpful politics.

Finally,

a

discussion of the Education Reform Law of 1993 relative
to problems in school funding will be provided.

Funding From Three Main Sources
There are basically three sources of funds for
public elementary and secondary education in
Massachusetts:
based,

federal,

state and local. All are tax-

with local revenues derived primarily from the

property tax.

Small additional amounts are obtained from

private sources such as contributions and user fees.
Average federal revenues for public elementary and
secondary schools in the U.S. have declined from a high
of 9.8% in the 1978-79 and 1979-80 school years to a 30year low of 6.1% in the 1990-91 school year

(most recent

reporting year). Average state revenues for the same
purpose rose during the 1983-88 period,

with a high of

49.5% in the 1986-87 school year, but declined somewhat
to 47.3% in the 1990-91 school year. Local contributions
for public elementary and secondary schools for the U.S.
as a whole have increased somewhat from a low of 43.4% in
1979-80 and 1980-81 to 46.6% in 1990-91
of Education,

1993, p.

Long term trends,

(U.S. Department

398).
taken together for the U.S.

whole over the period 1920-1991,

show that the local

proportion of school funding has been halved.
period,

the state share has tripled,
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as a

In the same

and the federal

share has increased from meager to modest.
period,
average.

Over this

local funding has moved from 83.2% to 46.6% on
State funding in the U.S. overall has increased

from 16.5% to 47.3%,

and the federal share has moved from

0.3% to 6.1% overall

(U.S. Department of Education,

p.

1993,

398) .
The net effect of these changes is that the role of

state funding has become increasingly important as the
number of students enrolled in the U.S.

overall has

increased by two-thirds and as the cost of education has
increased twelve-fold in the same period
of Education,
levels,

1993, p.

(U.S. Department

395) . The interaction among all

school department, municipal and state,

regarding

the securing of those state funds has become critical to
the maintenance and improvement of the public schools.
This is especially so in Massachusetts where the federal
share of school costs is less than in the U.S.

as a whole

(4.7% in FY90,

the state

compared to 6.1% for the U.S.),

share is less than in the U.S. as a whole
compared to 47.2% for the U.S.),
substantially higher

(34.5% in FY90,

and the local share is

(60.8% for FY90 compared to 46.7%

for the U.S.)

(Massachusetts Department of Education,

School Facts,

1994).

Yearly Funding Cycle in Massachusetts
In looking at the yearly funding cycle,

it is

important to recognize that all three levels of
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government use a twelve-month fiscal accounting system.
Even at this simple beginning point we can see a basic
difficulty:

in Massachusetts,

the fiscal year for the

state and for the municipalities runs July 1st to June
30th. The federal government,
1st to September 30th,

however,

runs from October

leaving the Massachusetts cities

and towns guessing as they go into spring town
council)

(city/town

meetings how much federal funding they will

receive for roads, police training,

education and so on.

The yearly education funding cycle is anchored in the
larger fiscal cycles of all three types of governmental
entities,

federal,

state and local.

In Massachusetts,

an approved budget for a

particular fiscal year is intended to be spent during
that fiscal year.

For the municipalities,

this requires

highly accurate forecasting of conditions. Operating on
an annual-basis budget raises the problem of how to even
out the flow of resources from year to year. Variations
in recurring factors such as school enrollments,
aid,

state aid,

state assessments,

insurance gains and losses,
property growth,

county taxes,

legal settlements,

local revenues from fees,

in collecting property taxes,

federal

local real

local success

and even the weather make

smoothing out the flow of resources a real challenge. The
annual cycle that will be described here is actually
nothing more than an organized method of dealing with
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that problem of forecasting,

along with the related

problem of setting priorities for spending.

It is set

within the tax-capped funding environment of Proposition
2 1/2

(Chapter 59 of the Acts of 1980)

and of the

individualized spending requirements of the Education
Reform Law of 1993

(Chapter 71 of the Acts of 1993).

Proposition 2 1/2 sets strict upper boundaries for
how much money can be raised by local taxation. The
Education Reform Act of 1993 sets a strict annual per
pupil education spending floor, below which cities and
towns cannot spend without loosing significant state
funds. These two limits form the framework within which
the annual funding cycle operates.
The cycle for the local portion of education funding
in Massachusetts consists of activities at three levels:
the local school department,

the local municipality,

and

the state through various departments and indeed the
legislature itself. Data from the municipality are
evaluated by the state treasurer and Department of
Revenue for compliance with regulations and for
determination of assessments and distributions from and
to the local municipality
September,

1993).

("Municipal Fiscal Calendar,"

Figures and directives are delivered by

the state legislature and the state revenue department to
the state education department and to the municipalities.
These are evaluated for their impact on current-year and
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future-year local budgets.
reform act/

In the first year of the

these figures and directives from the state

were a source of confusion and concern for the local
school departments
communication,

(School Business Manager, personal

October 28,

1993).

Some clarifications

were made in the second year, but many questions remain.
Even so,

June;

the annual funding cycle goes on.

Closing the Books
The Process: The annual cycle starts with closing

school department and the rest of all the municipal
accounts on June 30th. On this date,

a yearly chapter in

the continuous process of trying to forecast
needs and available resources ends.
have funds left in them;

Some accounts will

others such as the snow removal

account in a stormy winter will be overdrawn
1992, p.

(budget for)

29). The net residual,

(DeBard,

negative or positive,

will be reported to the Department of Revenue. This state
agency,
amount

if satisfied with the record, will certify the
(called "free cash")

current,

for carryover into the

next or a subsequent year for spending or for

resolving with revenues from elsewhere in the municipal
budget

("Municipal Fiscal Calendar," June,

1991).

The Politics; Local priorities can sometimes be seen
when there is substantial "free cash" to be allocated.
The local "free cash" decision is not simple. Whatever
formal or informal agreements already exist for the
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division of overall resources in the city or town between
the school side and the municipal side may well be
reflected in the way "free cash"
year

is handled from year to

(School Superintendent, personal communication,

November 12,

1993). Decisions about the year's "free

cash” may be consistent with the usual division of the
regular budget. However,
established division.

there may be breaks from that

Such breaks may be stimulated by

opponents of the status quo or by particular conditions
at the time in the municipality.

This is one of the first

events in the annual cycle where the politics of the
local city or town will be revealed. Old sore spots,
political debts owed,
show themselves.

or issues of control and power may

The current state of school department

programming needs may take a back seat to these political
realities. This can also be a place where emerging
factions within the community

(for example,

a new chapter

of Citizens for Limited Taxation) may flex some muscle in
a test of its influence

(Kurczy,

1994).

There may be a level of satisfaction on the part of
all parties,

and there may be a quiet "business-as-usual"

handling of the year's "free cash" with the same
municipal/school distribution as usual. On the other
hand,

a quiet settlement of the "free cash" decision may

indicate a hidden process behind closed doors.
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Such a

situation would make consideration of other claims on the
funds very difficult to effect.
Open and contested proposals for how the "free cash"
should be divided up may indicate other kinds of
situations.

For instance,

a recent change of one or more

key players in the process may set up jockeying for
power. A high level of competition for funds between the
municipal and school sides may exist. On the positive
side,

there could be a general comfort level in the

municipality for full debate and consideration of the use
of resources by a wide variety of the voters.

All Year, But Easier on the Golf Course in July:
Relationships and Credibility
The Process:

It is critical that school officials

continuously work on credibility and relationships. This
is because it is essential to assure an interested and
supportive audience for the school department's claim on
municipal resources.
and informally,

School officials must work,

formally

to foster and maintain communication with

the city or town administrator,
agencies and local legislators

town officials,
(DeBard,

1992, p.

the potentially volatile local political arena,

town
19) .

In

it is

essential for school officials to establish and maintain
a highly credible record showing prudent use of resources
and authenticity of requests for subsequent funding. They
must anticipate future needs by continuously identifying
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emerging school department programming,
maintenance needs.

operations and

They must seek out and apply for

federal and state entitlement and competitive grants to
the maximum extent they are applicable to the education
program of the city or town. This is so that no possible
resource beyond the local budget is overlooked.
The Politics:

There are probably as many variations

in how each school department fosters and maintains
communication with its municipal leadership as there are
cities and towns in the state. To the extent that these
activities can be incorporated into the ongoing life of
the city or town,

a level of trust among the municipal

leadership and between the leadership and the voters can
be developed.

This can facilitate the delicate process of

prioritizing all local claims on available resources and
indeed the amount of resources that the citizens are
willing to have raised through taxation upon themselves.
To the extent that working relationships become dedicated
to sidestepping the democratic process and having
decisions being made in back rooms by insiders,

a level

of distrust will be developed that will bring about a
negative tone among the voters.

August: Data To Support the Setting of a Tax Rate
The Process:

In midsummer, new instructions to the

cities and towns are issued by the Department of Revenue,
directing how local tax rates are to be determined for
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the year in progress.

Strange as it may seem,

the

municipality actually had little more than estimated
state distributions and estimated allowable taxes to go
on when the new budget was voted in the spring.
The Politics:

In August the accuracy of these

estimates will become evident as the municipality turns
in its tax rate recapitulation sheet
Calendar," July,

1993).

("Municipal Fiscal

The assumptions used in making

the estimates can be based in part on data showing trends
(for instance in numbers of dog licenses per year over
the last five years,

or in water and sewer use charges

per year over the last five years)

(School Business

Manager, personal communication, November 5,
However,

1993).

some of the assumptions are much more of a

speculation

(for example lottery income from the state,

school aid from the state). Determining the assumptions
for these types of estimates can be highly political.
instance,

For

if municipal officials are trying to gain

support for a particular interest's project that has
marginal support,
meeting,

in preparation for town

(city council)

they may have found it advantageous to propose

assumptions that would underestimate revenues. As a
result,

when actual figures become available on the

August tax recapitulation sheet,

there may be an

appearance of additional available funds. This could
create a more favorable climate at the October special
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town

(city council)

meeting for the favored project the

municipal officials are supporting. A scenario like this,
if repeated often enough,

could become the topic of

political fights and/or political deals. Knowledge of how
the system works could be used to steer data one way or
the other for political gain. This is one of the risks
inherent in the funding process.

September: Who Will Get the Credit?
The Process: A key decision that needs to be made
relative to meeting the foundation level
per-pupil expenditure)

(state average

of local education funding

involves so-called indirect costs.

For years,

municipalities have provided services to their school
departments out of municipal line items. Examples include
trash removal from school properties, plowing of school
parking lots and driveways, payroll and accounting
services,

the employer share of health insurance costs,

and the costs of municipal liability insurance
arrangements. Under the squeeze of Proposition 2 1/2,
some cities and towns began to shift a portion of these
costs to the school department budget. Thus they accessed
more direct cost funds for townside purposes

(such as the

purchase of a snowplow, provision of additional road
repair)

and reduced the proportion of the school

department budget that previously had been used for
direct cost educational items
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(such as textbooks,

teacher

salaries)

(School Business Manager, personal

communication,

October 28,

1993).

The Politics: Under the Education Reform Act
requirement that each city and town provide a foundation
level of education expenditure,

there is an impetus for

increased shifting of indirect costs from the municipal
to the school side in order to attain the foundation
spending level without any serious shift of budget
dollars from the town side to the school side.

Pressure

may exist within the municipal leadership to avoid
spending more for schools by doing this. Countering that
pressure is a major undertaking for school district
leaders. No doubt resolutions have been arrived at
through all kinds of political persuasion and deals,

as

well as simply on the face value of the educational
spending needs.
A municipality may decide to use the indirect costs
as a cushion for spreading out over a multi-year span the
annually additional costs of compliance with foundation
spending requirements.

In such a case,

there remains the

potential for less immediate impact on other municipal
budget areas. Better relationships between town-side and
school-side interests may result at least in the near
term. Nevertheless,

indirect cost allocations do need to

be determined each fall by some

(political)

process. The

outcome of this figures into the main activity of the
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early fall,

that of estimating municipal revenues and

spending requirements for the next fiscal year.

September-October:
Limits
The Process:

Predicting the Future and Setting

In September and October,

accountant and administrator,
council)

the selectmen

and the finance committee

the city/town council)

the municipal
(or city/town

(or subcommittee of

begin estimating municipal

revenues and expenses for the next fiscal year.

The chief

municipal officer recommends next year's budget amounts
and guidelines
proposals,

(limits)

for all town

working with the selectmen

(city)

department

(city/town council)

to finalize a mutually acceptable recommendation for the
finance committee to review. All departments,
the school department,

including

start building their own budget

requests within the guidelines negotiated with the
municipal administrator

(DeBard,

Fiscal Calendar," September,
The Politics:

1992, p.

81)

("Municipal

1992).

The reality that the guidelines are

the end product of months of behind-the-scenes
negotiation by school officials is not generally
understood. Nor is it obvious that the negotiations can
have all the features of any political activity in which
old sore spots, political debts or personal biases/causes
may play a part.
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October; The Tax Climate Is Set
The Process: Two other events occur each year in the
fall:

the school department turns in its October 1

enrollment count to the state for use in calculation of
the next year required foundation education spending and
equity aid budget,

and the Department of Revenue

certifies for the municipality the allowable tax rate
compliance with Proposition 2 1/2)

(in

that can be used in

the collection of taxes during the current year
("Municipal Fiscal Calendar," September,

1993).

The Politics: Both events create ripple effects.

The

increase or decrease in student enrollments compared with
the previous year gives the school department an
important figure to use in forecasting both student needs
(for more/fewer teachers,

classroom space, bus seats,

books and so forth)

and probable enrollment-driven

revenues from state

(and,

Education,

sources. This forecast will figure

federal)

in the case of Special

prominently in the budget development process that
becomes very active after October 1. Certification of the
tax rate with its resulting effect on individual
taxpayers'

tax bills creates a climate of tax resistance

or of tax tolerance within the municipality. This climate
is one of the factors influencing the whole range of
positions taken and decisions made by all the leadership
involved in preparation of the proposed next fiscal year
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budget for approval at the spring town meeting

(city/town

council meeting.)

October-November: Dividing Up the Shortfalls and
Windfalls
The Process: A special town meeting

(city/town

council meeting) may be called in the fall to act on the
finance committee's recommendations for the allocation of
"free cash." The special town meeting may act as well on
any shortfalls or windfalls in state funding
R., memorandum dated January 31,

1994)

(Antonucci,

coming out of the

legislature's July 1st or earlier appropriation for the
current fiscal year

(School Business Manager, personal

communication, November 5,
amounts are resolved,

1993). When these important

and when the state treasurer by

December 1st notifies the municipality of the actual
opposed to estimated)
municipality

(as

current year state assessments,

(and the school department)

the

has knowledge of

additional important elements for the conduct of business
in the current fiscal year.
The municipality has actually been operating under a
fair amount of uncertainty about the current year to this
point. Unknowns have included what definitely will be the
assessments charged by the state to the town

(for

statutory programs such as mosquito control,

air

pollution control,
Authority,

the Massachusetts Bay Transportation

county tax,

and the regional transportation
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authority.)
meeting

Another unknown will have been how the town

(or city/town council)

will vote on the finance

committee's recommendations for the allocation of "free
cash." A problem arises in case the state has
appropriated less

(or more) money in its July 1 or

earlier budget for the current year.

In such a situation,

a third unknown will be how will the municipality choose
to subtract from

(add to)

line items in its own current

year budget to accommodate whatever shortfalls and
windfalls have affected its available state funds.
The Politics: The political strength necessary to
propose and obtain support for recommended votes on "free
cash" and on current-year budget adjustments to reflect
actual state aid is forged in the negotiating process
that is carried out year-round. This process involves the
elected and appointed city/town and school department
leadership,

as well as existing voter groups,

citizen opinion leaders,

various

and emerging other groups.

Now with more certainty than at any time to date in
the annual cycle, municipal departments know what they
have available to them and can act accordingly.
case of cutbacks,

In the

departments may freeze spending or

defer materials acquisitions or repairs until the next
fiscal year or later,

or cut personnel. Additional funds

may result in advance purchasing of goods and services as
a hedge against next fiscal year costs.
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December:

Watching the Weather and Other Unpredictables

The Process:

There always remain those

noncontrollable features
to be won/lost/

in municipal

property,

much or little snowplowing

a higher/lower rate of tax defaulting on

more/fewer building permits

more/fewer automobile excise taxes

personal communication,

The Politics:
together,

(School Business

November 5,

1993).

Truly unpredictable events pull people

and in the face of a major winter storm or a

catastrophic property loss,
politics

to be issued,

to be collected

depending on the economy and so forth
Manager,

lawsuits

worker compensation self-insurance costs

to come in over/under budget,
to be done,

financing:

for just a few days,

the

take a back seat to neighborly concern.

December-March:

Scrutiny of Proposed Spending Plans

The Process:

Throughout the winter months,

the

finance committee studies proposed departmental budget
proposals.

Public hearings are held on the details of

these budgets,

with modifications made as new information

becomes available and as questions/opinions are
expressed.

Since the school department budget usually

represents

the largest single category in the

municipality's

total budget,

with approximately 80% of

the school budget going for salaries,
paid to it.

much attention is

Following the hearing process,

the school

committee settles on a proposed budget it can support and
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formally adopts
meeting

the proposal

(city/town council)

The Politics:

in the spring.

To obtain passage of the proposed

school department budget,
support of

for presentation to the town

the school committee seeks

the finance committee as

recommendations

it prepares

to the appropriating body.

the multitude of decisions on town problems

13).

town meetings"

The finance committee,

powers,

is

(DeBard,

in a
1992,

p.

while having only advisory
its

Here is a place where political

considerations have the potential

to interfere with clear

decision-making based on the interests of

March:

"cope with

in a key position due to the nature of

responsibilities.

(city's)

its

The finance

committee is charged with helping the voters

convenient number of

the

the town's

school children.

A "Cherry Sheet"

The Process:

Estimate

Just prior to the earliest town

meetings

(city/town council votes)

state is

scheduled to issue its

in the spring,

the

so-called "cherry sheet"

estimates of what the next fiscal year's assessments will
be to the municipality and of what the distribution of
funds will be.

This

includes

the large amounts

that may

or may not be received by the municipalities under the
Education Reform Act and thus
finance committee as
the spring town

is of key importance to the

it completes

its recommendations

(city/town council)
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meeting.

for

Should the

"cherry sheet" be issued late,
meeting

later than the town

(city/town council meeting)

fiscal year budget,

that votes

a new element of uncertainty is

injected into the local appropriation process
1992,

p.

51).

the next

(De Bard,

The budget is nevertheless voted.

The Politics:

Cherry sheet figures when released

frequently appear in the local newspapers.

Readers not

familiar with overall municipal budget figures and past
state aid figures may mistakenly conclude that the
city/town is receiving a large handout from the state or
an unfair reduction.

This can fuel complaints

from the

floor at town meeting and is a reminder to the municipal
and school

leadership that accurate knowledge among the

voters needs

to be fostered through year-round efforts by

town-side and school-side leadership.

March-June:

Locals Act While Statehouse Contemplates

The Process and the Politics:

While the cities and

towns are preparing for and carrying out their next year
appropriations processes

in the spring,

the governor and

legislative committees are negotiating the proposed state
budget for that same next fiscal year.
receives

The state process

increasing amounts of media coverage as

the

various concerns of elected officials and their
constituencies are brought to bear through hearings,
counterproposals,
negotiating.

debate and behind-the-scenes

Sometimes resolution of the state budget is
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not accomplished before the start of the new fiscal year
July 1st,

so intense is

the pressure to achieve a

politically acceptable distribution of
resources and of

the potential

the available

tax liabilities and

unsatisfied requests.

April-June;

Gearing Up For Next Year

The Process:

Once the new fiscal year municipal

budget is voted in the spring,
notifies

the school department

the school committee of proposed position

reductions/increases
specifications

for the next year,

for next year goods and services,

starts accumulating lists of needs
cycle.

By the end of June,

the appropriations of
council)
up.

prepares bid
and

for the next budget

the town/city clerk certifies

the town meeting

(city/town

for the next fiscal year so accounts can be set

An end of

department is

the year census report by the school
turned in to the state for inclusion in its

analysis of subsequent year education funding
requirements and entitlements,

and the cycle starts all

over again.
The Politics;
reduced at this

The local political pressure is

time of the cycle.

around the corner,

A fresh start is just

and unspent accounts can sometimes be

redirected to solve unanticipated problems.
come,

Spring has

and attention has shifted to the politics at the

State House.
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July:

A Minute For Motives
Just the Politics:

the annual cycle,

decisions are made through the

political process.
interests.

At each of the key junctures of

That process reflects a continuum of

On the one hand,

there is a needs-based,

public benefit decision-making process
municipality can use to set priorities.
extreme,

a municipality or parts of

that a
At the other

it can be driven

primarily by issues of personal power.
This,

then,

is

the budget cycle for school

in the municipalities.
from the state.

funding

Clearly the cycle takes direction

We now turn to the state process,

particularly to the Education Reform Act of 1993.

The Education Reform Act:
The 1993

A Solution?

Education Reform Act created a funding

formula that would give each city and town the presumed
ability to spend at least at a foundation level

for each

public elementary and secondary public school child.
foundation level

is

the dollar amount representing the

current average of per pupil expenditures across
state.

The

the

The funding components of this reform law should

significantly enhance educational opportunity for
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Massachusetts students if the state contribution is
carried out at least at the level specified in Section
68:

Subject to appropriation...the state appropri¬
ation for school aid and the educational purposes
set forth in said chapter seventy shall be in¬
creased based on the following schedule. In
fiscal years nineteen hundred and ninety-four,
the appropriation shall increase one hundred and
seventy-five million dollars. In fiscal year
nineteen hundred and ninety-five, the appropria¬
tion shall increase an additional one hundred
and eighty million dollars. In fiscal year
nineteen hundred and ninety-six, the appropria¬
tion shall increase an additional one hundred and
eighty million dollars. In fiscal year nineteen
hundred and ninety-seven, the appropriation
shall increase an additional one hundred and
eighty million dollars. In fiscal year nineteen
hundred and ninety-eight, the appropriation shall
increase an additional one hundred and eighty
million dollars. In fiscal year nineteen hundred
and ninety-nine, the appropriation shall in¬
crease an additional one hundred and ninety
million dollars. In fiscal year two thousand,
the appropriation shall increase an additional
one hundred and ninety million dollars. The
dollar amounts specified in this paragraph
shall be adjusted for inflation....(p. 79,
Massachusetts Association of School Superin¬
tendents, Inc. draft of the adopted law)

The Main Parts of Finance Reform
There are several key elements of the Massachusetts
education reform law that should help the cities and
towns provide for education at least at the foundation
level

(state average per pupil expenditure)

public school child.
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for every

First,

the law establishes a per-pupil average

expenditure which each municipality will be responsible
to raise,

subject to how diligently it has taxed its

residents for schools to date. For low-spending
communities that have taxed themselves at high rates
relative to their property wealth,

special state aid

("equity aid") will be given to relieve some of the
burden of moving the district's school expenditures up to
the required foundation. This is in addition to the
stipulated new state education aid of at least $25 per
pupil in FY95 and thereafter. For low-spending
communities that have not taxed themselves at the level
they could have given their property wealth, no special
"equity aid" will be given, only the $25 per pupil aid
that all municipalities are to receive. Such a community
will no longer be able to be a low spender but will have
to

(a)

shift the municipal budget away from townside

toward schoolside expenditures and/or (b)

increase the

levy limit through one or more successful Proposition
2 1/2 overrides.
Communities spending at or above the required
foundation level will receive the stipulated regular
state education aid of at least $25 per pupil in FY95 and
thereafter, but no special "equity aid." All school
districts are to receive some new state aid annually in
order to advance the reform of public education in the
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state,

subject to state legislative appropriation. The

funds in fact go to the municipality's accounts and then
have to be negotiated for at the local level. The reform
act controls for this by requiring "maintenance of
(school funding)

effort" by the municipality so that the

new monies will not be diverted to other municipal
purposes.

The Foundation Budget: Where Did It Come From?
The key concept of the foundation budget came from a
study commissioned by the Massachusetts Business Alliance
for Education as part of its efforts to bring to the
legislature a comprehensive education reform bill.

The

Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents
recommended the selection of the Shrewsbury,

Peabody,

Lincoln and Acton-Boxborough school systems for the
project as they represent a range of types of
communities. Hamilton-Wenham was added by the
investigators
First,

(Moscovitch,

1992,

2).

the current school budgets of these districts

were analyzed and compared.

Then the superintendents of

these districts furnished their views regarding what
would be the minimum programmatically to provide a good
education for the various ages and categories of students
they serve.
Similarities of expenditure were found in the areas
of square footage per student,
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custodial costs per square

foot,

insurance,

expenditures,

athletic expenditures,

salaries,

students. As a result,

extracurricular

and ratios of administrators to
this study adopted for the model

budget the average expenditure level of these five
districts for the standard in each of these areas.
Differences among the professional staffing levels
in the five districts were found. The model budget
settled on staffing figures higher than those used in
Peabody and Acton and lower than those used in
Shrewsbury,

Lincoln and Hamilton-Wenham.

Assumptions regarding the programming needed by
special populations were added to the model school
budget.

These included programming for special needs

students

(at the level of 12% rather than the 16%

currently receiving special education programming in the
state),

for bilingual students,

students.

and for low-income

Once all these factors were identified and

assigned dollar values per student,

the foundation budget

for each community could be stipulated.
This chapter has focused on the local municipal
funding process and its effect on school funding.
Differences in how each community allocates its costs and
resources make simple explanation of the funding process
difficult. Three commonalities among all the
municipalities help us see how the funding process works:
all work on an annual cycle,

all are subject to a range
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of political elements,

and all are subject to the new

Education Reform Act. This act has raised the
requirements upon cities and towns for both educational
services and funding.

It has increased the required state

share of education costs but has left the "subject to
appropriation" contingency as a variable which is
controlled by the state legislators.
We have now looked at the history of school funding
and at the current local process of school funding. The
next chapter will examine the educational progress of
Massachusetts students in order to see just how high the
stakes are for full funding of the state share of
education costs.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CURRENT EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT STATUS
OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENTS

In the previous chapter,

we learned how the local

cities and towns decide what to spend each year for
schools. Now we will look at the results of some of these
spending decisions.
We will see a statewide pattern that money is
reflected in student achievement - public money and
personal money.

Students in higher spending communities

have better scores overall,

and students in lower

spending communities have worse scores. Money available
in the family is similarly reflected in student
achievement.

In equal spending districts,

students whose

parents have less money and degrees perform worse on
tests than students whose parents have more money and
degrees.

Students who score markedly higher than the

average for similarly spending communities have parents
with more money and degrees.
In this chapter we will examine both the amount of
money per pupil spent by the K-12 school districts in
Massachusetts and the standardized test scores of
students in these districts. We will see the pattern that
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money is reflected in test scores:
scores;

less money,

Surprisingly,

upon taking a

we find that the exceptions lend further

support to the pattern of "more money,
less money,

higher

worse scores." We will see a few

exceptions to the pattern.
closer look,

"more money,

higher scores;

worse scores."

There are three types of exceptions.

First,

high

spending districts have lower scores when per capita
income and parent education level are markedly lower than
in the rest of the high-spending districts.

Second,

low

spending districts have higher scores when per capita
income and parent education level are markedly higher
than in the rest of the low-spending districts.

Third,

in

equally spending districts, markedly lower scores are
produced in districts with lower per capita income and
lower parent education levels.
This chapter will show how these patterns were
identified and what the implications are for state
education funding.

Where To Look for Patterns
In looking for spending and achievement patterns,

it

was necessary to find comparable school districts to
examine.

This ruled out districts serving only elementary

students

(lower cost per pupil)

students

(higher cost per pupil). Regional schools
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and only secondary

districts were also ruled out

(different funding

authority.)
Information for the remaining school districts in
the state serving grades K-12 was examined to see if
spending and achievement patterns could be seen.

These

176 K-12 districts were arranged in order according to
per pupil expenditures for the school year ending June
30,

1992

(the last full year before Education Reform.)

Spending At The Top
The highest spending district was Cambridge. This
district spent $8586 per pupil.

This is enough money per

pupil to buy a brand-new subcompact car
July 8,

1995, p.

Clinton.

(Boston Globe.

72). The lowest spending district was

Clinton spent $3200 per pupil. This amount would

buy an 8-year-old used car with 91,000 miles on it
(Globe, p.

69).

This is an incredible difference of $5386

per student per year,

enough to lease a luxury car at

$449 a month for a year.
To gain a better understanding of average amounts
spent,

the 176 districts were divided into four equal

size spending groups from the highest to the lowest. The
average per pupil expenditures for all districts in the
group were added and divided by 44
districts in each group)

(the number of

to find the average per pupil

expenditure for the group as a whole.
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For the highest spending group of 44 districts,
average per pupil expenditure was $6072
range within this group was from $8586
$5159

the

(Table 1). The
(Cambridge)

to

(Avon). All districts in the highest spending group

were above the state average per pupil expenditure for
K-12 districts,

$4859,

as expected.

For the next-to-highest spending group of districts,
the average per pupil expenditure was $4819. The range
within this next-to-highest spending group was from $5101
(Winthrop)

to $4579

(Hanover).

Cohasset, midway spending

in this second group of 44 districts,

spent at exactly

the state average of $4859. This was not an expected
cutoff point for the state average.

This shows that there

are actually more districts that spend below the the
state average than above.

In the 176 districts,

63 spent

above the state average and 112 below.

Spending At The Bottom
The lowest-spending quarter of districts spent per
pupil an average of $3772,
to $3200

ranging from $4071

(Everett)

(Gardner). These districts spent from $788 to

$1659 less per pupil per year than the state K-12 per
pupil average. They spent from $2001 to $2800 less per
pupil per year than the average expenditure of the
highest-spending top quarter of the 176 districts being
compared.
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Top SpBders Compared to Lower Spenders

Among the highest spending 44 districts,

the range

of per pupil expenditures was $3427 compared to a per
pupil expenditure range of only $871 in the 44 lowest
spending districts.

The average per capita income in the

ten highest-spending districts was $26,597,

compared to

$14,695 in the ten lowest-spending districts.
highest-spending districts,

In the ten

an average of 50% of the

parents had a bachelor's degree.

Only an average of 17%

of the parents in the ten lowest-spending districts had a
bachelor's degree.

These outside parental factors

(having

or not having discretionary money to use to enrich the
child's experiences;

having few or many educational

accomplishments oneself as the child's parent and mentor)
must be regarded as part of what helps or hinders the
child's educational achievement in addition to what
district spending occurs.

Finding Spending Look-Alikes
A maximum $10 difference in per pupil expenditure
was used to identify K-12 districts spending almost the
same exact dollar amount per pupil.

Forty-one pairs of

such like-spending K-12 districts were identified and
would be looked at later to see whether any of them had
major differences in their overall test scores.
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Looking For Test Score Patterns
Test scores were then examined.

The test scores used

were those from the 1992 Massachusetts Educational
Assessment Program

(the last biennial administration

before the Education Reform Act).
state in grades 4,

Students across the

8 and 12 were administered multiple-

choice tests in Reading, Mathematics,
Studies in the spring of 1992.

Science and Social

Student responses were

scored on a scale of 1000 to 1600,

with a 1992 state

average of 1327 for all subtests combined.
In order to obtain a view of the overall test
performance of each district,
district were averaged.
Mathematics,
4,

8,

test scores for each

The total of Reading,

Science and Social Studies scores for grades

and 12 was divided by the number of tests

(12)

for

a district average.

Clear Evidence of a Pattern
Overall district scores for the 176 districts ranged
on the scale of 1000-1600 from the top average district
score of 1520

(Medfield)

score of all,

1111

to the lowest average district

(Holyoke). This is a very large

difference in student scores,

over 400 scaled score

points. Districts this far apart in their student
achievement are truly in different worlds.

Something very

right is happening in the one and not in the other.
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Districts in the top spending quarter with its
average per pupil expenditure of $6072 averaged 1422 on
the tests

(Table 2). Those in the second spending quarter

with its average per pupil expenditure of $4819 averaged
1375 on the tests.

Third spending quarter districts with

their average per pupil expenditure of $4299 averaged
1333 on the tests,

and the lowest spending quarter

districts with their average per pupil expenditure of
$3772 averaged 1318 on the tests. The average scores
declined as the average spending declined. The pattern is
clear:

overall,

higher spending communities have better

scores and lower spending communities have worse scores.

Learning From A Few Exceptions
The second aspect of the "high spending equals high
scores;

low spending equals low scores" pattern has to do

with what the few exceptions to it show. The exceptions
give further support to the pattern of "more money,
higher scores;

less money,

worse scores." There are three

types of exceptions: underperforming compared to per
pupil expenditure,
expenditure,

overperforming compared to per pupil

and underperforming compared to another

district that spends virtually the same exact amount per
pupil.

In the next section of this chapter we will look

at some things that can be learned from these exceptions.
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Underperforming For Per Pupil Expenditure
Nine out of the 176 K-12 districts we have been
looking at were exceptions of the first type:
underperforming compared to per pupil expenditure

(Table

3). Underperformance was defined as scoring more than 125
points lower than the average for the spending group in
which the district was placed.

Five districts in this

first exception category were in the highest per pupil
expenditure group.
Somerville,

They were Cambridge,

Boston,

Medford and Woburn. They spent high and

scored more than 125 points lower than the average for
their spending group.

The influence of diminished

parental money and education level apparently offsets the
school spending in the high-spending,
districts of Boston,

low-scoring

Somerville, Medford and Woburn.

Cambridge apparently has other factors going on as it has
low scores in spite of high spending for schools and high
parental education levels.
One district in this first exception category was in
the next to highest expenditure group. This district,
Worcester,

spent $4635 per pupil,

or $56 more than the

lowest-spending district in its group, but scored 131
points lower than the average for its spending group.
influence of diminished parental money,

with an average

per capita income lower than the average in the ten
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The

lowest spending districts
Worcester's

in the state apparently offsets

school spending.

In the lowest per pupil expenditure group,
more than 125 points

scores

lower than the average for the group

were seen in Chelsea,

Holyoke and Lawrence.

Here the

influence of diminished parental money and education
level apparently further degrades
district spending.

Six of

the already low

these underperforming districts

are urban centers and two are economically developed
suburbs.
The urban centers discussed above have various
percentages of minority populations,

all above the state

average of 19.5%.

Boston's minority population is 79.1%,

Somerville's 24%,

with the other districts

between these percentages

(3.1).

While the range of per

capita income in districts across
$9,686

(Lawrence)

to $46,855

falling

the state is

(Weston),

from

the range of per

capita income in these underperforming districts
$9,686

(Lawrence)

to $19,879

(Cambridge).

four in Lawrence would have an annual

is

from

A family of

income of

$38,744,

while a Cambridge family of that size would have $79,516,
a huge difference in discretionary spending ability.
Compared to a Weston family of
$187,420,

however,

the Cambridge figures are modest.

Parents with bachelor's degrees
from 10%

(Lawrence)

four with an income of

to 54%

in the urban areas ranged

(Cambridge).
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In the two high-

spending low-achieving economically-developed suburbs,
per capita income was low for the spending group overall,
$16,941

(Medford)

and $18,155

bachelor's degrees were 24%

(Woburn).

(Medford)

Parents with

and 22%

(Woburn),

again low for the spending group overall. Exceptions of
the first type
expenditure)

(underperforming compared to per pupil

involved multiple issues,

chief among them

being an urban district with all that entails.

Overperforming For Per Pupil Expenditure
The second type of exception was overperforming
compared to per pupil expenditures. This was defined as
scoring more than 125 points higher than the average for
the spending group in which the district was placed.

Only

one district was in this second exception category,
Medfield. Medfield spent at the level of the second
highest spending group but exceeded the group average
test scores by 146 points.

In fact, Medfield's average

scores were higher than the average score of the highest
spending group.
$26,103.

Per capita income in Medfield was

Bachelor's degrees were held by 49% of its

parents. The average per capita income for the spending
group that Medfield was placed in was $19,070. Bachelor's
degrees were held by 30% of the parents in this spending
group. With a 14.9% minority population and a pupil-staff
ratio higher than the state average

(more students per

teacher), Medfield nevertheless was an exception to the
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pattern "less spending equals lower scores." This is one
case showing higher per capita income and higher parent
education in a district with higher than expected student
performance.

It is in contrast to the situation in

Cambridge discussed earlier. Both cases while beyond the
scope of this dissertation may merit further study.

Underperforming Compared To A Like-Spending District
The third type of exception is underperforming
compared to a like-spending district.

Forty-one pairs of

districts were found to spend virtually the same amount
per pupil. Here again,

underperforming was defined as

scoring more than 125 points lower than a district
spending virtually the same dollar amount per pupil
more than +/-$10).

Of these forty-one pairs,

(no

sixteen were

found in which one of the two towns scored more than 125
points lower than its spending look-alike
Of these sixteen pairs,
spending quarter

(Table 4).

two were in the highest

(Wayland/Waltham; Needham/Somerset).

Two

pairs were in the next-to-highest spending quarter
(Hull/Medway; Medway/Westport). One pair was composed of
one town from the second-highest spending quarter and
another town from the next-to-lowest spending quarter
(Hanover/Webster).
spending quarter

Four pairs were in the next-to-lowest

(Foxborough/Malden;

Reading/Tewksbury;

Foxborough/Revere;

Bourne/Springfield). Another pair was

composed of one town from the next-to-lowest spending
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quarter and one town from the lowest spending quarter
(Bourne/Everett).

Six pairs of spending look-alikes were

from the lowest spending quarter
Chelsea/E.

Bridgewater;

(Ware/E.

Longmeadow;

Oxford/Holyoke;

Holyoke/Southbridge; Haverhill/Lawrence;

and

Lawrence/Westfield).
In every one of these same-spending but disparatelyscoring pairs,

the per capita income was lower for the

district that scored lower.
pairs,

In fifteen of the sixteen

the percent of parents with a bachelor's degree

was lower for the district that scored lower.
highest spending group,

In the

Wayland and Waltham spent $6118

and $6114 respectively, yet Waltham's average score of
1322 was 131 points lower than Wayland's average score of
1453 .
Wayland's per capita income at $34,646 was more than
double that of Waltham ($16,777).

Its percent of parents

with bachelor's degrees at 59% was more than double that
of Waltham

(27%).

This is a prime example of the pattern

that is seen throughout all sixteen pairs showing the
same pattern -- virtually the same exact spending but
widely different scores. Higher per capita income and
higher percentages of parents with bachelor's degrees
were seen in the higher-scoring districts.
Other pairs follow the same pattern: higher per
capita income and higher parental education levels
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(except for Holyoke's 15% and Southbridge's 13% parental
bachelor's degrees)
at 1472,

reflected in higher scores: Needham

Somerset lower by 156 points; Medway at 1467,

Hull lower by 167 points; Medway at 1467,
by 173 points; Hanover at 1405,
points;

Webster lower by 153

Foxborough at 1403, Malden lower by 153 points;

Foxborough at 1403,
at 1440,

Westport lower

Revere lower by 142 points;

Tewksbury lower by 128 points;

Springfield lower by 183 points;
lower by 143 points;
by 138 points;
216 points;

Bourne at 1368,

East Bridgewater at 1348,

Southbridge at 1286,

Bourne at 1368,

East Longmeadow at 1390,

Oxford at 1328,

Reading

Everett

Ware lower

Chelsea lower by

Holyoke lower by 217 points;

Holyoke lower by 175 points;

Haverhill at 1285,

Lawrence lower by 149 points;

Westfield at 1345,

Lawrence lower by 209 points.

In each of these instances,

and

the districts were

spending virtually the same dollar amounts per pupil.
Lower per capita income and lower parent education levels
were reflected in markedly lower scores even when per
pupil expenditure was the same.
The amount of money spent per pupil by Massachusetts
K-12 school districts ranges from a high of $8586 to only
37% of that figure,

$3200. Average district scores on the

Massachusetts Educational Assessment Test parallel that
wide span. District scores range from an average of 1422
in the highest-spending quarter of the districts to an
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average of 1318,

or 104 points lower,

in the lowest-

spending quarter of the districts.
The exceptions to the main pattern of "higher
spending communities have better scores" all suggest a
positive influence of higher per capita income and higher
parental education levels on test scores.
The purpose of this chapter was to look at the
results of the school spending decisions made each year
by the local cities and towns relative to student
achievement.

The information presented in this chapter

suggests that students in lower-spending districts have
less educational opportunity and score less well than
students in higher-spending districts. To some extent,

in

districts other than those in the highest-spending group,
students whose parents have more money and more education
are able to score better than those without these
advantages even when per pupil expenditure is not in the
top brackets.

Students in urban settings face a special

set of problems that are beyond the scope of this study.
At the most basic level,

if students score lower

because of the spending of the district they attend
rather than because of their own ability and initiative,
their talent is being squandered and they are becoming
part of a generation that will be wasted. Beyond that,
some students may need more than an equal amount spent on
them because equal spending does not guarantee equal
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outcomes. This is illustrated by the three high-spending,
low scoring urban and the two economically developed
suburban districts in the top quarter of spenders
(Cambridge,

Boston,

Somerville, Medford and Woburn)

and

by the sixteen paired districts with equal spending and
unequal scores reflecting differences in home factors.
At the minimum,

if students are to be given equal

opportunity for their education, more money resources
will be needed by the districts spending below the state
average.

Beyond this, more work and funding for the

development of comprehensive services for children and
their families in poor areas,

urban or otherwise,

will be

required.
Equal opportunity is what the original Massachusetts
equity case,

Webbv v. Dukakis,

was about. That case never

came to trial as the state made various concessions to
increase financial resources to school districts in the
mid-1980s. That financial support fell away,
equity issue still a volatile matter.

leaving the

Finally in 1993,

the successor case to Webbv, McDuffv v.

Secretary of the

Executive Office of Education, was heard on the same
issue.

Plaintiffs attending public schools in 16 low-

spending,
(3.2)

low-achieving Massachusetts school districts

presented their case to the Supreme Judicial Court.

Their claim was that Massachusetts,
financing system,

through its school

had violated its constitutional duty to
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provide them an adequate education. The court's opinion
was rendered on June 15,

1993,

plaintiffs. Three days later,
Education Reform Act,

in favor of the
the legislature passed the

affirming the duty of the state to

provide the constitutional entitlement of education
regardless of whether the child is rich or poor.
The McDuffv v.

Secretary of the Executive Office of

Education districts and all the others in the category of
low-spending and low-scoring need both the state
Education Reform Act dollars and the maintenance of
effort required under the statute

(3.3).

Money Buys Educational Success
Looking back at the scores and spending patterns
reviewed in this chapter,
educational success.

it is clear that money can buy

Public money spent for public school

education is the common resource for student achievement.
However,

we have also seen that parent money and parent

education levels are reflected in student achievement.
When there is plenty of per capita income and parent
education,

we see better scores. When there is low per

capita income and parent education, we see worse scores.
Money, both public and personal, buys educational
success.
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How Successful Were Massachusetts Students?
We have looked in detail at scaled scores.

Scaled

scores really compare the performance of the test-takers
with the performance of all the other test-takers.

Scaled

scores give information about how well the students
performed compared to each other.

Scaled scores do not

give information about exactly what the students can do
(Badger,

1992).

It could be possible that even the

highest scores attained in this 1992 testing merely
represented mediocre achievement -- the best of a poor
lot.
To remedy this problem of not really knowing what
Massachusetts students know and are able to do,

the

Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program is beginning
to report student performance in terms of so-called
"Proficiency Levels." When well-developed,

these will

describe actual skill levels demonstrated by the tested
students -- what they can and cannot do.

Students will be

challenged with test items that require higher-order
thinking skills,

not mere memorization or recognition in

familiar contexts.
Until these changes to the assessment are fully
developed,

we will have to rely on the scaled scores to

see how well Massachusetts students have achieved. What
we have seen in these scores is not encouraging.
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If our public commitment really is that all children
will be educated for the 21st century,

then we are going

to have to do many things to see that the resources they
need for that to happen are provided.
In the previous chapter,

we saw how the annual

municipal school funding process is procedurally complex
and politically delicate.

In the next chapter,

we will

learn how convoluted and politically volatile the annual
state appropriation process is. We will see that the
setting of priorities for state spending is a
sophisticated process whose outcome,
education,

including that for

is in question to the very end.
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Table 1
Average FY92 Per Pupil Expenditures for K-12 Districts

Spending
Group

Number of
Districts

Average
PPE

PPE range
of Group

Highest
Spending

44

$6072

$8586-$5159

Next
Highest
Spending

44

$4819

$5101-$457 9

Third
Highest
Spending

44

$4299

$4569-$407 6

Lowest
Spending

44

$3772

$4071-$3200
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Table 2
Average 1992 MEAP
Differing PPE

Scores

Spending
Group

for K-12

Districts

Number of
Districts

Average
MEAP Score

Highest
Spending

44

1422

Next
Highest
Spending

44

1375

Third
Highest
Spending

44

1333

Lowest
Spending

44

1318
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Table 3
K-12 Districts Scoring More Than 125 Points Below Average
For Their Spending Group on 1992 MEAP
Spending
Group

District

Spending
Group MEAP
Average

District
MEAP
Average

Highest
Spending

Cambridge

1422

1230

Boston

1422

117 6

Somerville

1422

1236

Medford

1422

1281

Woburn

1422

1296

Next
Highest
Spending

Worcester

1375

1244

Lowest
Spending

Chelsea

1318

1132

Holyoke

1318

1111

Lawrence

1318

1136
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Table 4
Per Capita Income and Education Differences Between LikePPE K-12 Districts with Unlike 1992 MEAP Scores

District

FY92
PPE

Average
MEAP
Score

Per capita
Income

Wayland
Waltham

$6118
$6114

1453
1322

$34,646
$16,777

59%
27%

Needham
Somerset

$5482
$5474

1472
1316

$27,935
$15,030

54%
21%

Hull
Medway

$4611
$4610

1300
1467

$16,907
$18,982

20%
35%

Medway
Westport

$4610
$4602

1467
1294

$18,982
$15,525

35%
19%

Hanover
Webster

$4579
$4569

1405
1252

$17,789
$14,624

29%
13%

Foxborough
Malden

$4510
$4508

1403
1250

$18,329
$15,820

27%
20%

Foxborough
Revere

$4510
$4507

1403
1261

$18,329
$14,723

27%
12%

Reading
Tewksbury

$4330
$4325

1440
1312

$21,074
$18,224

37%
22%

Bourne
Springfield

$4077
$4076

1368
1185

$14,962
$11,584

49%
15%

Bourne
Everett

$4077
$4071

1368
1225

$14,962
$14,220

49%
11%

Ware
E. Longmeadow

$4052
$4044

1252
1390

$13,082
$17,037

10%
25%

$3997
Chelsea
E. Bridgewater $3989

1132
1348

$11,559
$15,056

12%
16%

Continued,
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Bache¬
lor' s
Degrees

next page.

Table 4 continued

District

FY92
PPE

Average
MEAP
Score

Per capita
Income

Bache¬
lor' s
Degrees

Oxford
Holyoke

$3732
$3729

1328
1111

$14,337
$11,088

16%
15%

Holyoke
Southbridge

$3729
$3721

1111
1286

$11,088
$12,974

15%
13%

Haverhill
Lawrence

$3639
$3638

1285
1136

$15,464
$ 9,686

21%
10%

Lawrence
Westfield

$3638
$3634

1136
1345

$ 9,686
$14,225

10%
19%
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CHAPTER 4
THE STATE BUDGET PROCESS AND
ITS EFFECT ON SCHOOL FUNDING

In the previous three chapters, we have looked at
the history of education funding in Massachusetts and the
U.S.,

the Massachusetts municipal funding process and its

effect on school funding, and the status of Massachusetts
students relative to education dollars spent.
Chapter Four will show how the state budget is
developed and how it affects school funding. Like Chapter
Two,

this chapter will discuss where deals and real

decisions are made. Chapter Four will review the cycle
starting July 1 when advance planners in the agencies and
departments start forecasting program and budget needs
for the period starting the subsequent July 1. We will
see the process and the politics by which the legislature
determines priorities for the raising and expenditure of
public funds. We will see how it is that, as one agency
official put it, basically six people control the entire
state budget (Appointed State Agency Official, personal
communication, January 12, 1995). The chapter will show
how, with virtually no opportunity for the local school
districts to have input to the process,
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the state budget

is

set,

with its profound effect on the ability of

local districts

these

to provide the amount and quality of

education services desired under local priorities and
mandated under the Education Reform Act of 1993.
Just as at the municipal
process at the state level
informal negotiations
behind closed doors.

These players

executive branch employees.

experts

in various

include department and

elected members of

the leadership of

lobbyists,

the funding

is affected by the results of

Representatives and of the Senate,

interests,

much of

that take place among key players

secretariat personnel,
and their staffs,

level,

the legislature

the House of
and the governor and

Proponents of various

members of

the public,

technical

fields and others affect the

viewpoints with which the official players operate within
the arena of state government.

The chapter will conclude

by identifying decision points where key players
determine how much state aid to education will be
provided in the budget each year.

Five of Six Main Sources Are Off Limits
State contributions

to the funding of public K-12

education can come from only one part of the total
revenue raised by the state each year,

general revenues.

State funding for education cannot be derived from
revenues specifically earmarked for other purposes.
unavailable revenues

include those from bond
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Such

authorizations

for capital projects

(an example would be

the state share of the Boston Harbor Tunnel project),
federal grants receipts
monies),

(for instance Superfund cleanup

non-budgeted special purpose collections such as

the state lottery
formula),

(whose distribution is by a limited

enterprise funds under charters

Massachusetts Turnpike Commission
maintenance,
Route 146

(funds

such as

to be spent for

operations or improvements such as

interchange),

the

the new

and fiduciary funds such as

the

Massachusetts Teachers Retirement fund.
The Education Reform appropriation at whatever level
it is authorized each year comes

from the basic budget

and as a result competes with calls

for funding of over

750 other line items ranging from the operation of
prisons

to administration of the state racing commission.

It is within this context that local cities and towns do
or do not receive the full amount of state funding
stipulated in the Education Reform Act
the state budget is settled each June

(4.1).

By the time

(or July),

the

local school districts have already been forced by the
passage of

time to lock into program plans

on incomplete information.

Town meeting

that are based

(city council)

appropriations will have been made based on the
assumption that all categories of state aid including
that derived from the Education Reform per pupil

formulas

will be included in the state budget at the levels
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indicated on the

"Cherry Sheet"

estimates earlier in the

spring.

The Problem of Forecasting
For the state,

as

for the municipalities,

the budget

process requires highly accurate forecasting of revenue,
spending and cost conditions.

Because of

the sheer number

and volume of state services provided and the volatility
of conditions affecting state revenues,

the problem of

forecasting is very complex at the state level.
legislative branch,

each secretariat,

and the governor's Budget Bureau

each department,

(part of

Office of Administration and Finance)
fiscal experts who analyze variables

Each

the Executive

are staffed by
to predict next

fiscal year conditions and budget needs.

Of special

importance are the changing levels of overall economic
activity in the state.

These have a direct impact on the

approximately 69% of general revenues
from income tax,

sales

estate/inheritance tax,

tax,

that are derived

corporation and business

gasoline,

tax,

cigarette and other tax

sources.
Budget control procedures during the fiscal year
monitor receipts and expenditures and serve to alert the
Budget Bureau and the governor to shortfalls,
and surpluses

from month to month.

windfalls

These variations

revenue become the basis of current year budget
adjustments made in the form of supplemental budget
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in

requests or freezes by the governor.
freezes can increase allocations
budget

(snow removal,

aid for education)

general

Such requests and

for various

local aid,

funds

in the

earmarked local

or can sharply reduce current year

allocations midstream,

depending on the match between

projected and actual revenues relative to projected and
actual costs.

Supplemental budget requests are generally

avoided whenever possible since the entire budget is
reopened for revision when a supplemental budget request
is on the floor for debate.
The record of state ability and willingness
forecast accurately in recent years

illustrates

to
the

difficulty of aligning predicted and actual revenues and
costs.

FY87 and FY88 resulted in operating losses which

were offset by previous year revenue surpluses.

The FY89

and FY90 year-end state budget deficits had no such
solution and necessitated deficit bonding.

This

negatively impacted the state's bond rating and increased
the cost to the state of borrowing in the bond market.
Tax rate increases

in FY90 and FY91 were required to

offset subsequent revenue shortfalls.

Gridlock between

the executive and legislative leadership on revenue
projections has been somewhat reduced by their agreement
since the 1990 election of Governor William Weld to work
from the same numbers and to settle on consensus revenue
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projections
Official,

in April of each year

personal communication/

(Elected State
August 23,

1994).

The Problem of Setting Priorities
The annual cycle that will be described here,

while

it may appear to be nothing more than an organized method
of dealing with the problem of
a problem of setting priorities

forecasting,

is much more

for spending.

priorities are depends on who is asked,

What the

and by whom.

The

state representative of a coastal community that derives
business

from commercial

fishing and recreational boating

activity may vote against a line item that includes an
increase in boat registration fees.

The representative

from a high-spending suburban district that stands
gain little to no additional school

funding from the

education reform act may vote against full
act.

Representatives and senators

to

funding of

from across

the

the state

may vote to approve a line item providing development
funds

for a Megaplex to stimulate overall economic

activity in the state,

realizing they have to cut the

allocation of cigarette tax revenues
programs

for school health

to offset costs of the Megaplex project.

The sheer size of the state and the diversity of its
needs make the setting of budget priorities an incredibly
complex process.

Over 1,000 revenue accounts and 750

line-item accounts are included in the annual budget
request.

Each represents a portion of the overall policy
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priorities that are negotiated each year during the
budget process.

Of the complexity of understanding the

proposed priorities. House Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Representative Thomas Finneran was recently
quoted as saying.

My staff goes crazy for the first few weeks
in which [the budget] comes in because they
try to get what they call the walkthrough where A and B is really X and Y. They say,
"Oh Jesus, what country am I in now?" But it's
Weldspeak. (Second Reading. March, 1994,
p. 5)

No one of the 160 state representatives or of the 40
state senators can singlehandedly manage to have a local
issue given a top priority.
all political activity,

This is really the basis of

the process of getting support

and of giving support to priorities for spending. What
follows in this chapter will show the background against
which "getting and giving" are played out year after
year.

June;

Closing the Books On the Old Year
The Process:

Just as in the municipalities,

the

annual state budget cycle starts with closing all
accounts at the end of the fiscal year on June 30th.
Alert department personnel will have quietly spent down
accounts •running in surplus by making advance purchases
of equipment,

services,

improvements and supplies in the

spring as a hedge against budget pressures in the
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upcoming* fiscal year.

Funds remaining in the various

accounts are reported as surpluses.

Some surpluses are

earmarked to offset deficit accounts. Up to 0.5% of total
tax revenues may be carried forward in this way.
Surpluses up to 5% of total tax revenues can be reserved
in the state stabilization fund.

Surpluses above 5% are

by statute required to be applied to the reduction of
personal income taxes.
I, p.

(House No.

1,

Jan.

27,

1993, Vol.

1.16) . The net surplus or deficit becomes the proof

of how accurate revenue and cost forecasts have been in
the previous and current fiscal years. At the Department
of Education,
#35

for example,

the delay of Reform Activity

("provide full certification and re-certification

services")

resulted in non-expenditures in FY94 for

imaging technology and software to support this project.
Funds budgeted in FY94 for this activity if not
transferred to an approvable other Department of
Education expenditure would come under the "surplus"
category and be turned back for reallocation.
The Politics: Getting and giving support are the
primary elements of the state budget-making process. This
extends beyond the elected senators and representatives
into the state agencies and their staffs. At the agency
level,

the planning process for the budget needed twelve

months hence begins in late spring. By the end of June,
the governor and his Budget Bureau will have determined
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the "guidelines"

(assumptions and limits)

rate in the next budget's expenditures.

for the growth

"Guidelines" are

not as flexible as they might sound. Any agency head
turning in a budget request below the guideline
allocation will be subject to criticism by subordinate
staff and consumers of the services provided by the
agency. Any agency head turning in line items greater
than the guideline figures will be asked in the
secretariat review what he/she is going to cut to make up
the difference.

In fact the agency head in this

circumstance may have his or her total budget request
subjected to more line item reductions than would have
occurred should he/she have stayed within the guideline
figures throughout.

Julv-Auqust:
Departments

Initial Inventories and Forecasts bv

The Process:

In the various state agency offices,

staffs of these numerous and widely different sections of
the state government are determining such basics as the
most likely price a year from now for quantity purchases
of number two heating oil for use at the prison
complexes,

1% milk for food services at this or that

Department of Mental Retardation facility,
salt/sand mix for state highways.

and road

Personnel costs are

being projected based on taking into account probable
retirements and new hires at lower salaries. Level
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funding,

level function,

are costed out.
increases,

and program expansion scenarios

Contractual obligations lock in some cost

often leaving no projection options other than

level function or even personnel cuts to stay within the
guidelines.
For the state Department of Education,

the Education

Reform Act of 1993 created specific outcome obligations
and since FY94 has provided the statutory basis of the
department's claim to resources. The passage of the
Education Reform Act is a real advantage for the
education community as a whole and for the Department of
Education in discharging its budget-making
responsibilities

(Appointed State Agency Official,

personal communication,

January 12,

1995). The department

taps into what at the time of passage was and will be for
several years at least a clearly agreed-upon multi-year
legislative intent.
The Politics: Over the months since passage of the
reform act,

changes in agency and secretariat personnel

and in elected officials and their staffs have occurred.
A portion of the accumulated personal knowledge base may
have been lost.

The distribution of power in agency,

secretariat and legislative networks may have been
somewhat altered. Within this reconfigured context,

state

agency staffs continue to gather their data and build
their networks for the "giving and getting" of supporting
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and negotiating budget proposals at the ground floor
level

(Appointed State Agency Official, personal

communication, April 14,

1994). Chairpersonships of

important state committees have been denied to those who
ran election campaigns that criticized the legislative
leadership. New players who successfully forged links
with the legislative leadership have been elevated from
relative obscurity to key roles

(Crockford,

1994, p.

1).

The importance and delicacy of network maintenance
continue as an essential task of state agency staffs
working to garner support for budget proposals.

September:

Think of It as a Train Ride

The Process: Using this analogy,

the budget process

could be likened to a train ride from Country A
current fiscal year)

to Country B

(the

(the next fiscal year),

with ticket inspections all along the way. Certain
freight needs no ticket and is carried along as a
collection of basic assumptions:

that the corrections

department will continue to have 4683 authorized full¬
time equivalent positions;

that the Soldier's Home in

Holyoke will continue to be funded;

that the state-funded

school breakfast program will continue.

Occasional

passengers are put off the train as they are found to
have unacceptable tickets. The budget train for the
agencies,

including the Department of Education,

with all conceivable passengers
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(agency requests)

loads up
in

August and September,

out in the hinterlands of the

various sub-departments and departments. Any request from
a sub-department must have its preparation
(justification)

completed and be ready to load at the

platform when the train comes this one time per year or
wait another year. The only other way to get onto the
train is directly through the House or Senate proposed
budget documents in the spring,

a mighty task requiring

large political support with the House or Senate.
Following the first full year of education reform
implementation,

with unimpressive statewide test scores

about to be released to the public,

the Department of

Education carefully built its justification for FY96
budget requests by issuing the First Annual Education
Reform Implementation Report

(Fall,

1994).

This report

detailed the 54 distinct initiatives required of the
department by the reform act.

It reminded the legislature

and the public that education reform is a multi-year
effort that will not yield tangible results in the
initial stages of the projected seven years needed to
achieve full implementation of the reforms.

It provided

key benchmarks projected for accomplishment in Year 1 and
indicated the status of each required step as of the date
of publication.
Discretionary components of the proposed budget of
the Department of Education are hammered out within the
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department. Careful groundwork is laid by top department
staff to ensure the support of the State Board of
Education for those elements of the proposed budget
falling in the discretionary category

($12.9 million of

new program monies compared to $1622.5 million of
statutory foundation aid in FY95). The requests of other
agencies as well are submitted to the various
secretariats of the executive branch,

to the House Ways

and Means and Senate Ways and Means committees,

and to

the governor's Budget Bureau.
The Politics:

Forecasting plays a major part in the

preparation of the various agencies' budget requests.

In

order to stay within the governor's expenditure
guidelines established in June
Department of Education,
dollar amounts),

(or in the case of the

within the reform act-stipulated

departments have to take into account

both known and unknown revenues and costs including
inflation estimates. As in the municipal setting,
underforecasting revenues may set the stage to quash an
initiative unpopular with the leadership,

and

underestimating costs may provide an appearance of
feasibility for a favored project opposed elsewhere.
Courtesies and access to key agency players granted in
the past are remembered and may have had attached to them
expectations of future reciprocity as the current budget
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proposal moves

through the negotiating process within the

agency.

October-Novemberi
The Process:

The Conductors Check the Tickets
Agency budgets become due to respective

secretariats on assigned dates
The budgets of some agencies,
Department of Education,

in the fall of each year.
including that of

the

by statute are required to be

approved by the state Board of Education established
under Chapter 15 of the general
the Board of Education level,
Education budget is

laws.

Once approved at

the proposed Department of

forwarded by the commissioner of

education to the Secretary of Education and to the
Governor's budget bureau.

The budget bureau analyzes

departmental budget requests

for technical accuracy

(compliance with applicable statutes,
contracts,

regulations,

and

and conformity to the budget guidelines.)

The Politics:

Officials

in the secretariats remember

debts and promises and may see that they are reflected in
decisions about what the priorities will be in each
agency's newly developing budget package.
officials of

The chief

the secretariats make up the governor's

cabinet and as such see to it that concerns of the
governor are clearly reflected in the emerging budget
proposals.
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December-January:
Discharged
The Process:

Riders Without Valid Tickets Are

The cabinet secretaries

finalize what

they will approve to go through to the Budget Bureau at
the Executive Office of Administration and Finance
governor's

fiscal experts.)

Department of Education

officials have been negotiating all
for the cooperation of

(the

fall

to pave the way

the Secretary of Education in

putting through the proposed budget as

is.

items are allowed to pass

level of

through this

Some line

inspection while others are cut or removed entirely,

much

as a passenger without a valid ticket who does not pay up
(adequately justify)

on demand.

In December,

the cabinet

secretaries complete their negotiations with the Budget
Bureau regarding all aspects of the secretariat budget
they are recommending.

For the Secretary of Education,

reference to the Education Reform Act currently provides
a powerful statement of justification for budget
requests.
presents

However,

the Secretary of Education also

the budget claims of the 33 public colleges and

universities,

the Board of Library Commissioners,

and the

Higher Education Coordinating Council and so has broad
(and sometimes competing)

responsibilities

in her

advocacy for education funding.
The Politics:

Cabinet secretaries are caught between

the press up from the agencies

they oversee for increased

resources and the press down from the governor and his
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administrative officers
better outcomes,

to fulfill various agendas with

fewer resources or both.

"giving and getting"

events

Because of

involving other secretariats

and constituency groups earlier in the year,

cabinet

secretaries may also receive pressure from these other
sources.

The Secretary of Education is going to owe a lot

of people due to passage of

the reform act in 1993.

cabinet secretaries negotiate all of
weeks

leading up to the governor's

budget.

At the agency level,

The

the above in the

final version of

the

top budget and policy staff

are on high alert to watch for potential dollar and
policy erosion to the proposed budget.

Questions come

from the Budget Bureau regarding the potential

impacts of

various

line item and policy changes

to the proposed

budget.

Agency staff run simulations and provide

technical data regarding impacts of these potential
changes.

As well,

this

staff follows as closely as

possible the survival of
becomes

the proposed budget as

it

incorporated into the soon-to-be released

governor's budget proposal.

House 1.

Staff is alert for

unintended negative impacts and for losses
resources.
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to needed

January;
Again

Lights Burn Late as Every Ticket is Checked

The Process:

The state constitution requires

later than three weeks after the convening of
court

(House and Senate,

in January),

that no

the general

the governor

shall recommend...a budget which shall contain
a statement of all proposed expenditures of the
commonwealth for the fiscal year, including those
already authorized by law, and of all taxes,
revenues, loans and other means by which such
expenditures shall be defrayed. (Article 63,
Section 2)

A five-week extension is granted the first year of a
newly-elected governor's
that is

term.

Law requires

submitted to be a balanced budget.

the budget
If as

stipulated in the Education Reform Act of 1993

the

proposed budget does actually call

for the full statutory

amount for the year,

for instance,

budget amount of

then for FY95

the

$180 million for additional school aid

would have to be offset by increased revenues
the possibility of bonding)
elsewhere in the budget,

(including

or by equivalent cuts

or a combination thereof.

By the

time the proposed budget is determined by the governor,
the minutely detailed backup budget materials originally
developed within all

the state departments have been

scrutinized and tuned to conform to the governor's
priorities.
The governor's budget document itself is more
extensive than the later budgets of the House and Senate.
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It can contain numerous sections
conditions
process,

in the state,

interpreting overall

explanations of the budget

projections of how much revenue is not being

raised because certain economic activities are not taxed,
and policy recommendations
budgets

from the governor.

Individual

submitted by Governor William Weld have totalled

over 1300 pages,

with House and Senate versions only a

third the number of pages.
The Politics:
in January.

The governor releases his budget early

This budget.

House 1,

sets

the parameters

the budget debate to follow over the next 6 months.

for

A

copy is presented to the House Ways and Means Committee
for review.

Who is on this key committee is

each line item in the proposed budget.
committee is by the Speaker of
appointment process

Appointment to the

the House.

It is

in the

that people collect their debts.

Following the 1994 election,
Speaker of

important to

several challengers

to the

the House were relegated to minor committees

and relatively obscure but faithful allies promoted to
important leadership roles within the House.
Ways and Means Committee's
reviews

The House

staff of fiscal analysts

the entire budget while the committee conducts

public hearings.

At the hearings,

testimony is received

from the members of

the governor's cabinet and agency

staff in support of

the various components of

Testimony from the public is

taken as well.
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the budget.

February-March:
Tickets

A Parade of Passengers

The Process:

Showing Their

Public hearings at the state house

allow the cabinet secretaries and other interested
parties and the public to give testimony regarding
expenditures and policies proposed in the governor's
budget.

In the weeks

leading up to passage of

Education Reform Act of 1993,

the

for instance.

Representative Mark Roosevelt and others appeared in this
forum giving detailed testimony regarding the need for
passage of the reform act.
Committee conducts
House No.

1

The House Ways and Means

these hearings,

at the same time using

(the governor's proposed budget)

for construction of a draft House version of

as

the basis

the budget.

This committee has a staff of fiscal specialists who
analyze all aspects of
along with members of

the governor's budget and who
the House Ways and Means Committee

prepare recommendations
debate,

to be presented to the House for

amendment and then vote.

During the floor debate,
line items can be changed,
added,

the amounts

in individual

line items can be struck or

and so-called outside sections creating or

amending laws can be added.

Although the Senate has

to

wait to receive the adopted House version of the budget,
its

financial staff has already started analyzing all

versions of

the budget developed so far.
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The Politics:

The governor's budget proposal

is

constructed and presented in accordance with state fiscal
regulations,

state laws,

the draft of House No.

and the state constitution.

1 is presented to the House,

Once
the

process of dealing with it comes under the rubric of
annually adopted procedural rules of

the

the general court

(rules such as how many members constitute a quorum and
whether voice or electronic vote is required for various
kinds of motions.)
of

the House,

rules

or Senate President,

favored or out-of-favor line items.

- Mav:

Approaching the Border

The Process:
to the Senate.

Senate.

(the Next Fiscal

The House adopted budget is presented

This version bears

the budget that will

this

the adopted procedural

themselves can be worked in support of or against

various

April
Year)

In the hands of an experienced Speaker

the most resemblance to

finally be passed by both House and

Another round of public hearings

takes place,

time for the Senate Ways and Means Committee.

full Senate debates

The

the proposed Senate budget developed

by the Senate Ways and Means Committee as a revision of
House No.

1

(the governor's proposal)

(the adopted House version).

and House No.

5700

The Senate may

add/alter/delete line items and may add or delete outside
sections.

Once voted,

the Senate budget proposal is ready

to go with the House budget proposal
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to what is called a

Joint

(House and Senate)

Conference Committee for

development of a compromise budget.
Those sections of the House and of the Senate budget
documents

that are identical are not open to discussion

at the Joint Conference committee.

It is

discrepancy between the two versions
Committee works
much as

80% of

to achieve agreement.

in the areas of

that the Joint
There may be as

the budget in which there is a discrepancy

and hence negotiation at the Joint Committee level.
Once agreed to by the Joint Committee,

the

compromise budget will go back to both House and Senate
for approval as a total package with no additions,
deletions or changes
Defeat of

taking place in either chamber.

the compromise budget sends

it back to the

Conference Committee for further negotiation and
subsequent re-presentation for vote in each chamber.
In the midst of

this escalated and increasingly

visible power process,

the consensus revenue forecast for

the fiscal year now only a month or so ahead is developed
by negotiations

involving the governor's Budget Bureau,

the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Ways
and Means Committee,
players as

conceivably the same legislative

those on the Conference Committee for the

nearly completed budget.
The Politics:

By the end of May,

remaining current

year appropriated funds are running low.
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The fiscal year

is almost at an end.

With no new allocation ready yet for

the period July 1 forward,

the pressure mounts

to have

the compromise budget process completed and to obtain the
governor's

signature.

involving funds

Vendors eager to conduct business

in the new allocation are waiting.

At

perhaps no other time in the year is media attention so
constantly directed at Beacon Hill.

Issues

that had

heretofore been buried in user-unfriendly budgetary
complexity may rise to the surface:
be

"workfare?"

emporium?
towns

Should there really

Should Fall River become a casino

Should all

that money go to the cities and

for schools when the test scores are no better?
The July 1 arrival date for the budget train is

rapidly approaching.

"Getting and giving" may help to

resolve the hundred small
that remain in the way.
converge in June
budget issue.

impasses and the few big ones

Concessions and commitments

(and July)

to resolve the immediate

These concessions and commitments will be

remembered next year.

The value of

these commitments will

vary as a function of who is still a player after
November in an election year.

June:

Legislative Control of the Budget
The Process:

The House and Senate Joint Conference

Committee is a powerful committee.

The chairperson and

vice chairperson of the House Ways and Means Committee
and the ranking minority party member are joined by their
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counterparts from the Senate. Who these individuals are
and what interests they represent are highly important
for the success or demise of the various line items and
outside sections that are on the table for this committee
to resolve.

One emerging problem with the reform act will

be dealt with by this important committee in light of
such interests. This is the problem the suburban
districts have as aid for education moves gradually to
the urban districts.

Spending requirements under the

reform act foundation formula will continue to rise for
suburban districts with diminishing state aid being
furnished to offset the costs. A protest of unfairness by
the suburban districts is likely to emerge as the current
distribution formula is carried out over several years
and education reform additional monies are funneled to
poor

(often urban)

Committee level,

districts. Dealt with at the Joint

the resolution of this issue could be

significantly impacted by the urban/suburban split in the
membership of this powerful committee.
Getting and giving support can radically affect the
prioritization and even the inclusion of each element of
the proposed budget. While no new line items can be
added,

each existing line item is subject to reduction or

even elimination.

The governor and executive branch staff

as well as other interested parties carefully follow
as much as possible exert their influence on)
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the

(and

progress of the Conference Committee. The workings of the
Conference Committee/
closed doors.

however,

are carried out behind

This makes the role of political

relationships and commitments highly important at this
otherwise hidden stage of negotiation. The committee
works through each line item where there is a difference
between the House and the Senate proposed versions,
hammering out agreements.
The Politics: The Conference Committee is in a
pivotal position for that getting and giving of support.
Not only the furthering of local district interests, but
the playing out of party commitments and ambitions can be
a part of the compromise budget process
Official,

(Elected State

personal communication, April 14,

1994).

If the

governor and the Speaker of the House and Senate
President are of different parties,

there may be an

absence of the kinds of accord that would otherwise
prevail. Unusual revenue projection bases,

for instance,

such as the promotion of water-based casino gambling and
proposed "workfare" approaches to public assistance
programs will be scrutinized with fiscal and political
considerations in mind,

especially in the absence of

same-party connections for the legislative and executive
branches.
When the budget process moves slowly and the
governor has not yet received the compromise budget
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(or

perhaps has it but has not yet acted)
stakes are raised even more.

by July 1,

the

Public assistance recipients

expecting their first monthly checks

(individual shares

of the 1/12 of the annual $818 million line item)

and the

over 62,000 full time equivalent state workers expecting
their first paychecks of the new fiscal year receive no
money until the budget is resolved and signed by the
governor. An interim budget request can be submitted by
the governor to fund these and other basic accounts.
There have been years in which previous governors have
chosen not to do so,
these groups.

notwithstanding the outcry from

Once the governor responds to the budget

presented to him,

the Legislature, by a two-thirds vote

in both Senate and House,

can override any of the

governor's vetoes.

June-July:

Crossing the Border. Vetoes and All

The Process: Once a compromise budget is formulated,
it is presented to both House and Senate for approval as
a whole package.

If defeated in one or both houses,

the

budget goes back to the Conference Committee for further
resolution.

Once approved by both House and Senate,

budget goes to the governor.

the

It may be a significantly

changed budget package. What the governor presented along
with his budget message six months ago in January,

after

months of preparation through the secretariats under the
guidelines given the previous June by the governor and
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the Administration and Finance secretariat,

has been

subjected to House and Senate public hearings.
been debated,

added to,

It has

taken from and voted upon.

In

some aspects it may bear little resemblance to House No.
1,

the budget bill the governor originally submitted.
The Politics: Now with the compromise budget before

him,

the governor has ten days to respond to the proposed

budget.

Section 5 of Article 63 of the state constitution

gives the governor several options:

The governor may disapprove or reduce items
in any bill appropriating money. So much of
the bill as he approves shall upon his signing
the same become law. As to each item disapproved
or reduced, he shall transmit to the house in
which the bill originated his reason for such
disapproval or reduction, and the procedure
shall then be the same as in the case of a bill
disapproved as a whole. In case he shall fail so
to transmit his reasons for such disapproval or
reduction within five days after the bill shall
have been presented to him, such items shall have
the force of law unless the general court by
adjournment shall prevent such transmission, in
which case they shall not be law.

The governor's first "big chance" to direct the
budget was when he submitted his budget proposal and
State of the State message in January

(Appointed State

Official, personal communication, April 7,

1994). This is

his second "big chance." This time his only options are
line item vetoes or reductions. The accumulated effect of
all that has gone into formulating the governor's
previous and current priorities is registered in his
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response to each line item as he reviews the voted final
version of the budget.
Disapprovals and reductions are listed and the
remainder of the bill approved by the governor and sent
to the House for the process explained above.

July: A Footnote To the Budget Process
Since the budget when approved is built on forecasts
originally made in the prior year and updated
periodically during the current year,

staffs in all

agencies and the budget bureau must match what has come
through in the newly-accepted budget and the latest
revenue and cost data.

State Comptroller William

Kilmartin has estimated that up to 30% of the
approximately 750 line items in the final budget need
attention once the budget is passed.
collective bargaining agreements,
changes in revenue experience,

Purchasing costs,

changes in statutes,

and other variables affect

the accuracy of the actual budget that has been passed.
He cautions,

"Because the tax numbers are so large,

a 1% change yields a larger number.
a 1% change = $83m"

(Kilmartin,

For example,

1992, p.

21.)

even

in FY92,

A shortfall

of $83 million would amount to almost 1/8 of the FY96
stipulated amount of additional state aid for K-12
education

($614 million)

under the Education Reform Act.

Each year as all budget requests work their way
through the total department,

secretariat,
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legislative

and executive processes,

a variety of key factors

influence the outcome for each request. New statutes and
mandates lend authority to budget items requested to
fulfill such statutes and mandates. The Education Reform
Act's 105 sections stipulating sweeping changes in the
provision of education funding and outcomes are an
example.
The overall revenue picture and the accuracy of its
presentation and interpretation are other factors to
which those negotiating the budget are highly sensitive.
Nobody,

from the governor's office downward,

wants to

overestimate revenues and be left with unexpected cuts in
their budget.
The memory of education legislation plays a part in
supporting or diminishing funding of the full state
appropriation stipulated in the Education Reform Act.
Based on perceived outcomes of previous additional
support to education,

good or bad,

the memory of that

education reform legislation will affect what the cities
and towns receive each year.
This chapter has focused on the way in which
Massachusetts funding for education is determined each
year through the state budget process. This process is
both a series of constitutionally-prescribed steps and a
convoluted network of dynamics among layers of elected
and appointed officials at the state level. Key decision-
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points in the annual process are under the control of top
agency planners,

the Governor's cabinet members,

Speaker of the House of Representatives,
himself,

the President of the Senate,

the

the Governor

and those members

of the Joint Conference Committee appointed by the House
Speaker and Senate President. Networking that establishes
and maintains favorable relationships with these key
players has the best likelihood of resulting in the
needed support for steady increases in education funding
in the state budget.
In the next chapter,

we will review what we have

found out about our history in paying for public
education,

how we do so today with funds from various

governmental levels,

and how high the stakes appear to be

as we approach the opening of the 21st century.
Suggestions for further research will be made. The
question of how members of the education community and
interested citizens may be able to influence resource
allocation for education will be addressed.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY,

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the previous chapter,

we learned how the annual

state budget process works. We saw that introducing,
gathering support for and preserving state budget line
items for public K-12 education require political
vigilance all year long. We saw that in the state
budgeting process,

as in the municipalities,

forecasting

of revenues and costs is key. At the state level,
however,

the sheer magnitude of state projects and

programs places K-12 school funding in a less visible and
consequently more vulnerable position. These conditions
make the notion of an adequate and dependable flow of
state dollars for public K-12 education seemingly
impossible.
This chapter will focus on the main contribution of
this dissertation,

a practical explanation of how we have

paid for schools in the past,

how we do it now,

and what

actions need to be taken on behalf of the public school
students of Massachusetts.
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Public Money Has Followed Perceived and Declared Needs
We learned in Chapter One that starting in the
seventeenth century, public money in this country has
been allocated for schools according to the perceived or
declared needs of the citizenry. The Massachusetts Bay
colony, perceiving that it needed to maintain conformity
with Puritan political-ecclesiastical beliefs and
practices,
1636.

allocated funds for a college at Cambridge,

in

Eleven years later the colony required towns to

allocate some public monies for local schools,
School Act of 1647. Quite differently,

in the

the Plymouth

colony ignored school funding for two generations.
Plymouth had a background of religious dissent and a very
real risk of economic collapse.

It allocated what few

public resources were available to the establishment of
subsistence farming,

fishing and trading.

In the early New York and Philadelphia settlements,
competing ethnic and linguistic groups voluntarily ran
their own schools in order to preserve distinct cultural
ways.

The perception was that public schools would be

contrary to the needs of the citizenry.
In the plantation areas including Virginia, wealthy
landowners hired their own tutors. They neither perceived
nor declared any need of the rest of the citizenry for
schools.

Strictures against the education of slaves
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reinforced the perception that education was to be
limited and to be privately provided.
Three later periods of great social change in this
country further illustrate the way that perceived and
declared needs of the citizenry have caused the
allocation of public money for schools.

First,

the ending

of colonial rule by England was followed by concern that
the new nation establish a presence in newly-won lands
beyond the Appalachians.

Second,

the rapid

industrialization of society in the mid-1800s was
accompanied by urban problems. Third,

the end of the

second world war saw sixteen million military personnel
about to return to an economy not prepared to employ
them.
To populate the nonappropriated western lands,

the

Continental Congress in 1785 and 1787 allocated land in
free grants,

including sections whose proceeds were to be

used to provide schools.
need,

This was a declaration of a

not so much for schools specifically, but including

school support as an incentive to obtain population
movement.
To assimilate rural and immigrant populations into
an increasingly urbanized and industrialized economy,
states established education supervisors and required the
allocation of public monies for the provision of free
schools.

This was the declaration of a need,
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again not so

much for schools themselves but for what schools could
foster,

a cooperative populace that could fit in to

workplaces and urban living conditions.

In 1852,

Massachusetts passed the first in the nation compulsory
education law,

increasing enrollments and at the same

time increasing the need for education dollars.
Finally,

the federally-funded Servicemen's

Readjustment Act of 1944 declared a need and directed the
allocation of public monies to education for returning
veterans.

This declared need was focused on access to

post-secondary education but in reality was aimed at
rapidly reassimilating citizens to a changed economy.
In all of these periods,

we have seen public monies

being allocated for schools on the basis of perceived or
declared needs of the citizenry.

Perceived Citizen Needs Define the Local Budget Today
In Chapter Two,

we learned that perceptions of what

the needs of the citizens are influence the local budget.
Who gets to define the needs is politically delicate and
procedurally complex. Trust in the straightforwardness of
the education community leadership at the local level is
clearly an essential tool.

Such credibility when

established can set a positive tone in the process of
budget-making within the municipality
p.

2).

There are some communities,

(Callahan,

however,

where

credibility alone may not be enough to garner the
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1995,

resources needed.

Sometimes outright political power and

control remove the decision-making process from the reach
of all but a few.

Sometimes strategies of a highly-

organized political nature may need to be developed and
used to counter poor access to municipal decision-making.

Defining the Needs: Money and Educational Success
Defining what is an acceptable achievement level is
required under the Education Reform Act. As in the local
budget process,

who gets to define what students need is

in actuality a political process.

In Chapter Three,

we

found out that money can buy educational success. We
found that the effect of public money spent seems to be
augmented or diminished when parent income and education
are markedly high or markedly low. This is reflected in
statewide standardized test scores.

The expectation that

50% of the students should score below the state average
on these tests has now been questioned as a reasonable
assumption

(Badger,

1992). Defining how much funding is

really necessary to bring all students to that acceptable
achievement level is the same problem we have seen in
earlier periods of the country: who gets to define the
needs of the citizenry?
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Other Perceived Needs May Define the State Budget
In Chapter Four/

we learned that the perceived needs

of the citizenry are reflected to some extent in the
state budget, but so are the accumulated consequences of
sometimes completely unrelated political decisions and
agreements. We also learned that the notion of securing
an adequate and dependable flow of state dollars for
public K-12 education is subject to a convoluted and for
the most part inaccessable process that is threaded
through with political volatility.

"Giving and getting"

support is the key method for each individual legislator
to accomplish what is on his or her agenda. The political
process involves legislator concessions on some issues in
order to gain future support on the same or other issues.
Debts owed as a result of this constant recombining of
who owes what to whom become a key hidden factor that
determines the eventual dollar outcomes in the state
budget each year.

The perception that counts is the

perception of those who in the midst of this interlocking
political process control the building of the budget.
For now,

in the area of public K-12 education,

this

perception is strongly influenced by the June 1993
Supreme Judicial Court's finding in the McDuffy v.
Secretary of the Executive Office of Education equity
case. What the passage of time will do to the Education
Reform Act of 1993 remains to be seen.
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In future years.

regulatory concessions and legislative amendments will be
produced out of the same "giving and getting" process
discussed earlier. The likelihood of achieving an
adequate and dependable flow of state dollars for public
K-12 education will continue to be in doubt from year to
year.

Conclusions
The main finding is that the uncertainty of school
funding continues from year to year regardless of the
1993 Education Reform Act. This is because school funding
is essentially a convoluted political process that takes
on a life of its own beyond the reach of everyone students, parents,
municipalities,

school faculties and officials,

and even legislators.

What might all this mean to students,
school committees,

to town officials,

to schools,

to

to our society? The

next section of this chapter will suggest effects on
these groups.

Certain realities,

recognized or not

generally recognized, may have profound effects on
students,

schools,

officials,
First,

school committees,

town/city

and on our society itself.
the students. What we learned about the

school funding process suggests that they are essentially
voiceless.

It is the adults with the power who have

decided what the needs of the students are.
now,

Strangely

the students with the least power of all are making
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personal decisions that collectively are creating a voice
that is beginning to be heard. The poor,
English proficient,

the minority,

the limited

the teen parents and

the disaffected are speaking with their feet,

leaving

school without economic viability. Under the Education
Reform Act,

a bigger share of resources is to some extent

beginning to be directed toward school districts facing
these kinds of problems.

It is not clear whether the

reform monies alone will in any way be able to really
deal effectively with the extensive safety,

health and

access to education needs of these neediest of all
students.
For other students throughout the socio-economic
spectrum,

the uncertainty of the education funding

process from year to year means that at the least they
are at risk of having interruptions in course sequences
and support services

(as in foreign language and

counseling services,

for instance).

Failure year after

year to provide a steady and predictable flow of
especially state funds for the support of schools may
actually waste public money intended for students by
making long-term planning impossible.

Students coming

along in such an environment could become the next
generation of adults who have resentments about their
school experience and who may be disinterested in
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perceiving and declaring the needs of the student
citizenry.
What about the schools?

Staff working in the

schools perceive the needs of the students but are too
far from the seat of power to get the needed resources.
When Charles Anderson Dana knew in 1841 that he had 65
"unruly sailors"

in his school to bring into "tolerable

subjection,” he was close enough to the students to
perceive their needs. Dana used what resources he had,
"hard flogging,"

to deal as well as he could with what he

understood the teaching task to be. The present
understanding of teaching and learning is mercifully
improved since those days, but staff access to needed
resources is little better.
The key may be certain kinds of superintendents.
Some superintendents,
years,

while they may not have taught for

are able to navigate the technical and political

complexities of their districts well enough to build up
impeccable credibility and sustained political support.
It may be only these superintendents who can speak for
the schools.

They may actually be listened to by those

with power over local resources.

Schools lacking such

leadership may have little chance of improving their
conditions.
What would be needed to capitalize on the potential
strengths of superintendents in the pursuit of resources
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for schools? School administration and faculties would
need to see their superintendents in new ways. They would
need to see their superintendents as their best chance of
getting resources for students.

School administrations

and faculties would need to learn about the resource¬
gathering process and the superintendent's role in it.
Faculty,

administration and superintendent would need to

conceive of how best to teach the community about the
achievements and needs of the students. A steady stream
of well-developed data would need to flow to the
superintendent regarding student achievements and needs.
Faculty and administration commitment to working
through the vehicle of the superintendent would require
the replacement of some of the conventional wisdom
regarding their relationships with each other and with
the superintendent. The new reality might be that staff
and administration might redouble efforts to provide all
the credibility and educational improvement they possibly
can to the superintendent as their best hope of getting
resources to schools. Without such a process,

schools

could fall into the kind of backwash passivity that leads
to stagnation.
Act,

Ultimately,

under the Education Reform

this leads to designation as a chronically

underperforming district eventually to be put into
receivership.
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So for schools,

the uncertainty of the school

funding process may mean changes in the relationship
between faculty/administration and the school
superintendent.
For school committee members,
uncertain school funding process,

the realities of the
especially at the state

level, means a role that may be changing. The school
committee may no longer be in the position of only
setting policy for the use of resources the district has.
The committees know the risk of the state budget failing
to provide the dollars required in the Education Reform
Act each year. Whether or not the state budget gives the
full dollar allotment,

the school committees are still

responsible to institute the educational improvements
stipulated in the reform act. The need of low socio¬
economic status communities for resources even beyond
Education Reform dollars changes the role of their school
committees even more dramatically. These and most other
school committees may actually be in the same kind of
position as the superintendent,
strongly endorse the needs.

that of needing to

School committees may need to

strongly declare to those with the power to send
resources the urgency and importance of doing so. This
would change the focus for school committees. Certainly
they would continue to consider policy matters in the
light of their representative knowledge of the community.
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Even more importantly,

they would need to vigorously

enter the arena of competition for local resources. Only
with such high-profile action may school committees be
able to prevent negative effects on students from
weakened or inadequate state funding. This might put
school committee membership into a different light for
would-be candidates.
An unbroken alignment of faculty,
parents,

students,

administration,

the superintendent and the school

committee in the common school funding cause is becoming
essential.

This is necessary to obtain a sufficient share

of municipal resources to protect students from
unpredictable state funding of public K-12 education.
Such an alignment might lead to a reversal of the
pressures that municipal officials traditionally exert
back onto the superintendent and school committee when
municipal budgets are built. Receiving a united
declaration of the needs of the citizenry, vigorously
declared by a school committee willing to stand in the
line of fire,

town officials might find themselves in a

new role.
The role for town/city officials continues to be to
assess the credibility of the school department's claim
for resources.

Instead of turning back the proposed

school budget with reminders that there is not enough
money for the needs of the rest of the town/city,
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local

officials might find themselves taking both the school
and the municipal needs,

collectively,

to the state

legislature. Local officials might issue a clear call for
the provision of adequate state funding for both sets of
needs.

Organizations such as the Massachusetts Municipal

Association might find themselves with new roles as
linkers between like-kind municipalities as they prepare
their declarations of the needs of the citizenry.
In the end,

what may be the impact of the way school

funding works on our very society itself?
To begin with,
our country,

it is good that over the history of

school funding has generally been tied to

the perceived and/or declared needs of the citizenry
rather than to the desires of those in power to limit
access to knowledge.

Compulsory free public education has

fueled the development of this country as a major world
power. Now we have over 200 million people. We live in a
consumer-driven society.

Some of these over 200 million

are able to do highly economically productive and
enjoyable things because of the education they have
received.

Others,

however,

have high expectations but no

way to fulfill them. They do not know enough and do not
have the necessary skills to be even marginally
economically productive.
Schooling, provided early and well, might continue
to make the difference between these two kinds of lives.
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as it has for millions during the history of our country.
Today,

however,

there is a problem.

Providing schooling

is not as cheap or as simple as it was in the past.
Eighty students in one room with Charles Anderson Dana in
1841 might learn some rudimentary reading,

adding,

subtracting and spelling. Today it is different. As we
approach the 21st century, we have to teach students
adaptive,

higher-order learning skills. They will need to

re-use these skills over a lifetime as knowledge
obsolescence transforms the world we know. This requires
sophisticated teaching and costly learning environments.
Without a stable and predictable stream of funding for
schools,

we may see a shift within our population. There

may be fewer of those who lead productive and satisfying
lives because of what they know and are able to do and
more of those who turn to crime and violence to fulfill
their expectations or who give up and live supported by
public money.
The adequate and dependable flow of state dollars to
public K-12 schools is essential for the real needs of
our citizenry. This is a more critical need than that at
any time in the almost 400-year history of what has
become the United States. Economic and political
conditions led the first permanent English settlers to
these shores.

Such conditions sent waves of immigrants to

a rapidly urbanizing 19th century America. Economic and
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political conditions continue to make strong schools
essential.

Absent the resources

to provide genuine

educational opportunity to the children and youth of all
sectors of our increasingly diverse society,
Massachusetts may not be able to fulfill

its

constitutional duty

to provide an education for all its children,
rich and poor, in every city and town of the
Commonwealth at the public school level, ...
designed not only to serve the interests of the
children, but, more fundamentally, to prepare
them to participate as free citizens of a free
State to meet the needs and interests of a
republican government, namely, the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts. (McDuffv v. Secretary of the
Executive Office of Education)

The economic and political well-being of our society
could be at stake if we are unable to do a better job of
educating the emerging generations.

We cannot do that job

with an inadequate and unpredictable funding source.
is why the issue of money for schools

That

is critical.

Recommendations
Now that a broad framework of how the funding system
works has been described,

we have to ask how this

understanding can help in getting adequate funding to
schools.

In addition to demystifying the funding process

through broad circulation of the main concepts of this
inquiry,

there are some additional ways

solutions.

to explore

These would combine specific action at the
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local level with some further studies.

In the following

section, possible actions for different types of district
situations are discussed.

Included are suggestions for

further studies and what we could learn from them.
First,

school officials in all types of districts

must focus on the development of credibility and strong
positive working relations with the municipal leadership.
The development of trust is a fundamental goal in all
human relationships;

the benefits to the community and

its people cannot be overstated.
Next,

school officials should consider the types of

districts they represent.

For particular types of

districts there are actions that could be taken to move
toward better resource acquisition for schools.
particular,

In

urban educators will need to mobilize to pull

in dollars and services from community public safety,
health,

welfare and immigration support organizations. At

the same time,

researchers focusing on urban education

should pursue the details of how education dollars
received are actually used.

Some dollars are used for

what could be called "education access"
programs, metal detectors,

- breakfast

health clinics,

transportation, plowing costs,

etc.

If there is

inequitable funding left for teaching and learning,
if student scores are poor,

and

the claim of urban educators

for better funding for their districts would be enhanced.
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All school officials,

already required to assemble

community-based school support/advisory committees under
the Education Reform Act,

should determine the intensity

with which they need to reach out to the community to
garner support for the schools. Researchers focusing on
community development should pursue the problem of
political risk-taking at the local level. They may study
the role perceptions of teachers, parents,
administrators,

superintendents,

school committee members

and local officials relative to school and municipal
resource acquisition.

If they find that declaring that

more resources are needed is a hot potato that nobody
wants to handle,

school officials could better weigh the

costs and benefits of promoting voter/grassroots support
in the community.

Involving substantial numbers of

citizens beyond just the parents may or may not warrant
significant staff time.
Stakeholders in all categories who have reason to
believe the Education Reform Act will be fully funded
each year and will fulfill the constitutional requirement
"to provide an education for all children,

rich and poor"

will need to organize as many connections to state
legislators,

the governor,

their staffs and other opinion

leaders as possible to constantly remind them of the
urgency of fully funding the Act. These stakeholders may
be total school staffs,

school officials,
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school

committees,

local officials,

parents,

graduate of local school districts.
assess over time the effects of

Researchers

place,

If

and

should

the Education Reform Act

on student scores relative to changes
expenditures.

other citizens,

in per pupil

the desired effects are not taking

the role of

funding uncertainty from year to year

will need to be studied,

specifically as

it affects what

goes on in the classroom.
Some members of

the education community are

concerned that there will be a gradual giving up of
requirements of

the

the Education Reform Act through

regulatory concessions,

legislative tinkering and

increasing underfunding of

the Act as originally passed.

Research to evaluate the use of a single-issue political
action approach could be important to stop such a
diversion of resources

(5.1).

Legislators might have to

recognize the power of a large bloc of voters
in assuring a stable,
of state funds

interested

predictable and sufficient stream

to the public schools.

new element into the school

This could inject a

funding process

in

Massachusetts.

A Final Word
It is clear that the current funding process
public K-12
times,

education in Massachusetts only works

when there is plenty of money.

trouble ahead when lean years come.
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for
in good

There will be

There is no mechanism

to guarantee that the needed funding for schools will be
given priority over funding for programs less critical
but giving more immediately visible results. A statehouse
dome gone drab,

or a highway checkered with tarmac

repairs has little impact in the long run compared with a
child denied the opportunity for a quality education.
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NOTES

3.1

Minority populations for these districts are:
Boston,

79.1%;

Holyoke,

69.4%;

and Somerville,
3.2

Brockton,
Holyoke,
Rockland,

Lawrence,

77.5%;

Cambridge,

Chelsea,

76.1%;

54.7%; Worcester,

37.2%;

24.4%.

Belchertown,
Lawrence,
Rowley,

Berkley,

Leicester,
Salisbury,

Carver,

Lowell,

Hanson,

Lynn,

Springfield,

Whitman

and Winchendon.
3.3

Trash collection can no longer be placed before
school support if it decreases local school spending
as it did in Holyoke in 1992.

4.1

State law prohibits one legislative session from
committing a subsequent legislative session to
particular appropriations. Thus,

the FY93 session

which passed the Education Reform Act made law and
expressed legislative intent but could appropriate
only for FY94.
5.1

A study of the durability over time of the Minnesota
single-issue mobilization for protection of tax
concessions for private school parents
Malen,

1985)

(Mazzoni and

could be combined with a study of a

Massachusetts single-issue political action group.
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APPENDIX
CONSENT FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
I volunteer to participate in this qualitative study and
understand that:
1.

I will be interviewed by Susan G. Taylor using a
guided interview format consisting of three main
questions with followup questions.

2.

The questions I will be answering address my views of
how the school funding process in Massachusetts at
the local or state level is structured and how it
works.

3.

The interview will be tape recorded to facilitate
analysis of data.

4. My name will not be used, nor will I be identified
personally in any way or at any time. I understand
it will be necessary to identify participants in the
dissertation by position (e.g., "a suburban school
business manager said...", "an official of the
Department of Revenue recalled that...", "a state
representative indicated that...").
5.

I may withdraw from part or all of this study at any
time.

6.

I have the right to review material prior to the final
oral exam or other publication.

7.

I understand that results from this interview will be
included in Susan G. Taylor's doctoral dissertation
and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to
professional journals for publication.

8.

I am free to participate or not to participate without
prejudice.

9.

I understand that interviews will be conducted with
school superintendents, school business managers,
elected state and local officials, and local and
state governmental officials, so there is some risk
that I may be identified as a participant in the
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study notwithstanding the efforts of the researcher
to assure anonymity.
I have read the above statement and agree to participate
as an interviewee.

Signature of Participant

Date

Signature of Interviewer

Date
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